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EDITORIAL COMMENT 

January saw many significant developments in our sec-
tor, including the Defence Industry Executive Commit-
tee (SSIK) meeting, which convened for the first time 

under the chairmanship of President Recep Tayyip Erdoğan, 
in line with its new organisational structure.
Although details of the meeting have yet to be shared, we 
can say that the decisions taken at this SSIK meeting will be 
important milestones for many of the ongoing projects in 
the industry, and also for the existing products and the new 
products to be developed by the industry.
The rate of local participation in the products being devel-
oped by the industry is increasing continuously, and both the 
products and the subsystems that are leading the way in in-
creasing local participation rates will be exhibited at various 
events to be held at home and abroad throughout the course 
of 2018.
Let’s begin with the events to be held at home.
In line with the development of the industry, we can also 
observe an increase in both the number and variety of focal 
themes of the sectoral events being organised in Turkey.
Among these events, we can also list the following exhibi-
tions that will open their doors to visitors and participants 
for the first time: Eurasia Airshow, to be held April 25–29; 
SEDEC, to be held July 3–5; and SAHA EXPO, to be held Sep-
tember 13–15.
These events, sponsored by MSI TDR as their Official Publi-
cation, are likely to play a key role in achieving the 2023 ex-
port goals of the Turkish defence and aerospace sector, and 
in establishing an environment of synergy and cooperation 
within the industry.
The Eurasia Airshow to be organised under the auspices of 
the Turkish Presidency – which will feature a number of air 
demonstrations and be attended by many local and foreign 
parties – is promising to become one of the leading events 
in our region.
SEDEC, which will be organised with the support of the Un-
dersecretariat for Defence Industries (SSM) and the Defence 
and Aerospace Industry Exporters’ Association (SSI), will fo-
cus mainly on the areas of internal security, border security 
and homeland security, and is expected to fill an important 
gap in this regard.
SAHA EXPO, which will be held with the support of various 
institutions, including the SSM, will serve as a platform for 

the presentation of the subsystems and components being 
designed and developed by various companies that are work-
ing dedicatedly to increase local participation in the sector’s 
products.
In the past, Turkey only had IDEF, held every odd year, and AI-
REX (now called the Istanbul Airshow), which was held every 
even years, for the promotion of Turkish defence and aero-
space industries. However, this situation has now changed.
It would be fair to say, in this regard, that the increasing 
number and variety of focal themes in the sectoral events 
being organised in Turkey stands as a testament to the in-
dustry’s level of development.
In parallel to the continuous improvement in the industry, we 
are likely to see a growing competition between such events; 
and while some of these events will become more popular 
than others, all will add value to the industry in their own 
way.
We are taking notes to see how these events, and others not 
mentioned here, will meet the needs and expectations of the 
industry in the future.

Turkish Industry Prepare
to Take the Stage at International Events
Turkish defence and aerospace industry will take the stage 
in the following international events as part of a national lev-
el participation, where they will exhibit their products, solu-
tions and capabilities:
n	 DIMDEX 2018, March 12–14, Qatar
n	 DSA 2018, April 16–19, Malaysia
n	 KADEX 2018, May 23–26, Kazakhstan
n	 Eurosatory 2018, June 11–15, France
n	 ADEX 2018, September 25–27, Azerbaijan
n	 Indo Defence 2018, November 7–10, Indonesia
n	 IDEAS 2018, November 27–30, Pakistan
We will continue to support the promotional activities of our 
industry by publishing special issues for the DIMDEX, DSA, 
Eurosatory and IDEAS exhibitions, with the goal of highlight-
ing the products and capabilities of Turkish defence and 
aerospace industry. As such, our first stop in 2018 will be Qa-
tar for the DIMDEX exhibition. In the meantime, we are about 
to finalise the publication of the MSI TDR DIMDEX’18 Special 
Issue, with content specific to DIMDEX 
We will continue to share with you the key developments 
from the events we will attend, and will offer you special ar-
ticles related to these events as part of our content for this 
year.
We hope to see you again next month in our March issue, in 
which we will be sharing with you the most important and 
noteworthy developments from the month of February.

Turkish Defence and Aerospace Industry 
Keeps Improving, and Hosts New Events 
in Support of this Progress

Ümit Bayraktar
Executive Editor

February 2018
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For those of us operating in the Turkish defence and 
aerospace sector, we stand at the start of a new year in 
which we have set even greater targets for ourselves, fully 

intent on sustaining the remarkable momentum we have gained 
in exports in recent years.
On the whole, 2017 was a very successful year, and we will 
be sharing our detailed assessments of the general state of 
the sector and its exports in the upcoming months, but one 
figure that stands out is the recorded exports in 2017 of $1.739 
billion, and ever since its inception, our association has pressed 
forward with ever-increasing export numbers. 
Within the frame of the regional challenges faced by our 
country, as well as the changing and shifting balances in the world, our sector, which sits at the very centre of 
strategic intergovernmental relations, has also passed through a challenging period, but has come through with 
flying colours. The key to this success has been our confidence in our own products and the efficiency of our efforts 
to promote them, and our target is to build on the experiences acquired through this challenging period, using them 
as a launch pad for even greater achievements in 2018.
We are determined to do all that is necessary to hit this target, and working closely with the Undersecretariat 
for Defence Industries, we are determined to utilise every media outlet and platform to increase the worldwide 
recognition of the products, services and projects being turned out by our companies.
Promotional activities will remain the utmost priority of our organisation, and we will continue to introduce both 
Turkey and the products of its defence and aerospace sector at the world’s leading defence, aerospace and security 
exhibitions, which we will attend both at a national and institutional level. We start the year with the DIMDEX 2018 
exhibition, to be held in Doha, Qatar on March 12-14, followed by the DSA 2018 exhibition in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia 
on April 16-19 and KADEX 2018 in Astana, Kazakhstan on May 23–26.
Our intense program will continue with EUROSATORY 2018 in Paris, France, organised this year on June 11-15, 
after which we shall be heading to Azerbaijan in September for the ADEX 2018 exhibition, planned in Baku on 
September 25-27. Following the Indo-Defence Expo & Forum 2018 in Jakarta, Indonesia on November 7-10, we will 
be concluding our busy 2018 exhibition programme with the IDEAS 2018 exhibition in Karachi, Pakistan on November 
27-30.
Thanks to their vast know-how, experience and skills, as well as their experience in collaborative works, companies 
in the Turkish defence and aerospace sector have become adept at integrating and ensuring the compatible 
operation of different systems at the design stage. Evidence of this strength and competence can be seen in the 
many the international contracts our companies have signed with different manufacturers across the world for joint 
system and product development. We can say with confidence that this is a feature that distinguishes our defence 
sector from those of other countries, and grants us an exceptional position that is turning us into an even larger and 
stronger actor in our field.
As we step up to the starting line of this highly intense programme, we wish all of our stakeholders every success in 
their works.

Latif Aral ALİŞ
Chairman of the Board of Directors, Defence and 
Aerospace Industry Exporters’ Association

Ready for Even 
Greater 
Achievements 
in 2018

6 - February 2018
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MSI TDR: Mr. Batum, we’ll be asking 
you detailed questions about your 
projects; but before we get there, 
could you give us a general overview 
of 2017? Looking back, how was the 
year for Meteksan Defence? What did 
the company set out to do, and what 
did it achieve? How did the company 
perform in terms of turnover, R&D 
expenditures and the share of exports 
in total turnover? Could you also share 
with us some figures about these?
Tunç BATUM: Meteksan Defence 
closed 2016 in a strong position, hav-
ing exceeded its targets for the year, 
and so morale was high and we were 
very motivated as we entered 2017. 
Likewise, in 2017 we met each and ev-
ery one of our targets, and also hit the 
mark in terms of our tangible perfor-
mance criteria, such as compliance 

with project timelines, and efficiency in 
our business processes, training and 
development.
On a turnover basis, we achieved  
20 percent growth in 2017, relative to 
2016, up from ¨96 million in 2016 to 
more than ¨120 million in 2017.
One aspect of our business in which we 
really stood out in 2017 was our export 
performance. Exports accounted for 
five percent of our turnover in 2016, but 
we managed to increase this to over 
10 percent in 2017 thanks to a succes-
sion of contracts that we have recently 
signed. This achievement is testament 
to our skill in market research and in 
choosing the right countries with which 
to do business, but of course increas-
ing exports leads to higher export tar-
gets, and we are planning to take its 
share into the 15-20 percent range very 

quickly. We estimate that an export 
share of at least 30 percent is what’s 
needed for sustainability in the defence 
and aerospace industry, and that’s our 
target.
Our achievements in 2017 have made 
us realise that Meteksan Defence 
needs to go through a period of change 

Tunç BATUM, President of Meteksan Defence:

“Having started to turn out our 
own products, our goal at Meteksan 
Defence is to increase exports to 
30 percent of turnover” After closing 2017 with 

significant developments 
in its domestic projects 
and signing export 
contracts for three 
different products, 
Meteksan Defence 
enters 2018 with 
even more ambitious 
targets. Standing at 
the threshold of a new 
period thanks to the 
new, product-based 
organisational structure 
it has embraced, the 
company is intent 
on raising the bar in 
exports. We had the 
opportunity to speak to 
Tunç Batum, President 
of Meteksan Defence 
about the company’s 
activities in 2017, as well 
as his projections and 
forecasts for 2018.
Ümit BAYRAKTAR
ubayraktar@milscint.com

K. Burak CODUR
b.codur@milscint.com
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and transfor-
mation in the 

upcoming pe-
riod. Until now, 

Meteksan Defence has been a project 
company, i.e. involved mainly in the de-
velopment of projects for subsystems 
and carrying out R&D works in the field 
of advanced technologies, but in the 
upcoming period, the knowledge and 
experience gained through these activ-
ities will transform Meteksan Defence 
into a company that produces its own 
products. Our export success in 2017 
is already hinting at this transforma-
tion, and with our finished products, 
we outbid our rivals in all three of the 
contracts we have signed recently. In 
short, 2018 will see an overhaul of the 
company structure in a bid to transi-
tion into a product-oriented organi-
sation, although we will certainly be 
preserving and continue to make use 
of our project specific competencies. 
Our main goal will be to come up with 
products that make a difference, that 
appeal to a niche field, and that are a 
step ahead of their equivalents on the 
market.
On the R&D side, we will be carrying 
out projects with a strong reliance on 
our own resources, and in line with our 
overarching strategy to develop new 
products. We have currently three on-
going R&D projects, and we have also 
made investments into data link, radar 
and sonar technologies, with a view to 
laying the foundations for a number of 
products for which we expect there will 
be various projects launched in 2018.

MİLDAR: Moving Forward 
on Three Fronts
MSI TDR: One important development 
last year was the successful 
conclusion of the acceptance 
procedures for the Helicopter 
MİLDAR (Millimetre Wave Radar 
Development Project for Air 
Platforms). So what’s next? How is 
Meteksan Defence preparing for the 
following stage, and what are your 
expectations in this regard?
Tunç BATUM: As the first phase of the 
MİLDAR project, we have successful-
ly completed our work on Helicopter 
MİLDAR, which is a fire control and ter-
rain profile radar. After starting work 
on this phase in 2007, the development 
of the radar has been a gruelling and 
technically challenging process that 

Both dry-end and we-end of MİLGEM’s 
YAKAMOS sonar has been industrialized 
by Meteksan Savunma.
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has required dozens of engineers to 
work around the clock. All processes 
have now been completed for the ra-
dar, including the flight tests on the 
T129 ATAK helicopter.
The Helicopter MİLDAR project has re-
sulted in important technological gains 
for Turkey, and has paved the way for 
the Automatic Take-Off and Landing 
System (OKİS) as a second phase, and 
the Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) 
MİLDAR as a third phase.
We have carried out trials for the He-
licopter MİLDAR on the ATAK helicop-
ter, although whether the MİLDAR will 
eventually be used on serving ATAK 
helicopters will depend on various fac-
tors.
That said, when it comes to the ATAK 
2 helicopter, we’re in a totally different 
position, as MİLDAR has been integral 
into the configuration of ATAK 2 from 
the outset, although the decision is yet 
to be made on whether to mount the 
radar above the main rotor, under the 
fuselage or in the helicopter’s nose. We 

have been appointed by the Undersec-
retariat for Defence Industries (SSM) to 
look at this issue, and have been work-
ing with Turkish Land Forces Command  
and TAI to come up with a solution.

MSI TDR: The Helicopter MİLDAR is 
often compared to its best-known 
equivalent, Lockheed Martin’s 
Longbow radar. What would you say 
about such a comparison?
Tunç BATUM: During the initial con-
tractual negotiations for the Helicopter 
MİLDAR, the specifications of the radar 
were set by benchmarking the tech-
nical features of Longbow. In terms 
of features such as weight, maximum 

range and multiple target tracking, the 
Helicopter MİLDAR is definitely superi-
or, and this has been proven in the field 
tests. It is apparent that when integrat-
ed with other avionic and weapon sys-
tems, Longbow can greatly enhance a 
platform’s existing set of capabilities, 
making it a more competent force. In 
similar way, the integration of the He-
licopter MİLDAR with both indigenous 

10 - February 2018

All project processes have now been completed for the MİLDAR, 
including the flight tests on the T129 ATAK helicopter.

The UAV MİLDAR is a small-volume, low-weight synthetic 
aperture (SAR) and ground moving target indicator (GMTI) radar 
that we have developed specifically for UAV platforms. We plan to 
complete the critical design phase in a few months’ time.
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weapon systems and indigenous elec-
tronic warfare systems will greatly 
boost the set of capabilities of our at-
tack helicopters.

MSI TDR: In recent days, the OKİS 
system has undergone successful 
tests on the BAYRAKTAR TB2 UAV 
manufactured by Baykar Makina. To 
the best of our knowledge, there are 
also ongoing tests with TAI for the 
ANKA platform. Can you tell us more 
about the testing and trial process of 
OKİS? When are we likely to see OKİS 
on a platform?
Tunç BATUM: In essence, the OKİS 
project was for the indigenous devel-
opment of a formerly imported sys-
tem, thereby eliminating our country’s 
external dependence in this regard. 
OKİS is a radar-based system that al-
lows communication with UAVs within 
a 10–15 km diameter of the runway to 
ensure safe take-off and landing. The 
disadvantage of GPS systems is that 
they can be jammed and scrambled, 
and this is where OKİS stands out.
OKİS comprises a terminal and an-
tenna fitted to the aerial vehicle, and 

a ground radar. The air terminal and 
antenna are low-volume, low-weight, 
low-power consumption and easy to 
integrate, and these features broaden 
the range of UAVs to which OKİS ap-
peals. We have had the chance to in-
tegrate and test OKİS on the BAYRAK-
TAR TB2 and ANKA, and have achieved 
very good results. While OKİS-like 
systems are also being used on larger 
UAVs, similar to the ANKA, the superi-
or low-volume, low-weight, low-power 
consumption features of the OKİS de-
sign really stand out when integrated 
onto tactical-class UAVs, such as the 
BAYRAKTAR TB2.
The acceptance tests for OKİS are about 
to be completed, and we are planning 
to showcase the final, ready-for-pro-
duction system at the Eurasia Airshow. 
If we can achieve our goal of having 
OKİS enter the inventory on indige-
nously-developed UAVs, I am certain 
that it will attract significant exports, 
and become a leading alternative for 
foreign UAV manufacturers.

MSI TDR: You’re also working on 
another member of the MİLDAR family, 
the UAV MİLDAR. What is the current 
status of your works on this system? 
Have you decided on which platform to 
integrate this radar?
Tunç BATUM: The UAV MİLDAR is a 
small-volume, low-weight synthetic 
aperture (SAR) and ground moving tar-
get indicator (GMTI) radar that we have 
developed specifically for UAV plat-
forms. We plan to complete the critical 
design phase in a few months’ time.
We expect, in the upcoming period, 
to see a growing use of tactical UAVs 
with variable configurations that can 

be changed according to operational 
requirements. In conditions in which 
electro-optic sensors are insufficient, 
we believe that SAR-GMTI systems, 
small enough for use on tactical UAVs, 
may contribute to continuous recon-
naissance and surveillance operations. 
With its low volume, weight and pow-
er requirements, the UAV MİLDAR is 
aimed at tactical class UAVs, although 
we are aware that similar SAR systems 
are being used on reconnaissance and 
surveillance helicopters.

MSI TDR: We would like to briefly 
touch on the subject of UAVs. What 
solutions does Meteksan Defence offer 
for UAVs?
Tunç BATUM: The extensive and effi-
cient use of UAVs has played a key role 
in Turkey’s recent string of counterter-
rorism successes. In the meantime, we 
have been developing products such as 
OKİS, UAV MİLDAR and radar altime-
ter, and are now able to meet a broad 
range requirements related to UAVs. 
We would like to add the data link solu-
tions that are currently being procured 
from abroad to this list. We are a highly 
competent company when it comes to 
data link technologies, and have re-
cently launched the development of a 
C-band, electronic warfare resistant, 
frequency-hopping data link for UAVs 
as part of an R&D project supported by 
TÜBİTAK, and we plan to roll this prod-
uct out by the second half of 2018.

MSI TDR: Have there been any 
other notable developments in the 
domestic market during 2017? Any 
new contracts signed or deliveries 
completed?

Assigned by the SSM as
 Turkey’s Centre of Excellence in 

Underwater Acoustics, Meteksan Savunma 
is engaged in a number of important projects 

and critical R&D studies in this particular area, 
such as acoustic vector sensors. 

Meteksan Savunma conducts some of the underwater acoustic 
tests at its test and calibration facility at Bilkent Pond.

Missile data links are among the solutions for 
which Meteksan Defence is ambitious in the export 
markets.
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Tunç BATUM: As an example, we’ve 
carried out a highly important demon-
stration in our ongoing KEMENT proj-
ect, which involves the development 
of a communication terminal that al-
lows the network-centric control of 
SOM cruise missile. Network-centric 
munitions and combat have become 
an indispensable concept for modern 
armed forces, and under this project, 
we have developed a terminal using in-
digenously-developed encryptions and 
waveforms. We consider our KEMENT 
terminals to be mature enough for use 
in the National Tactical Data Link Proj-
ect, and this will be one of our primary 
goals in the coming period.
In the HİSAR project, we are continu-
ing with deliveries of our ground and 
missile data-link systems as planned, 
and with every successful launch, we 
feel the much-deserved pride of having 
been part of this project.
Keeping up with the contract schedule, 
we have also completed the factory 
acceptance tests for the dry- and wet-
ends of the third MİLGEM ship’s sonar, 
and we have completed the prototype 
tests of the IPS/IDRS Submarine Sonar 
Project with good results.
In the MOGAN R&D project, which 
was launched last year, we are work-
ing together with Bilkent NANOTAM 
(Bilkent University Nanotechnology 
Research Centre) on the development 
of a Millimetre Wave GaN-based, high-
er performance integrated circuit, and 
the output of this project will certainly 
augment the local content ratio of our 
radar systems, such as MİLDAR.
Meanwhile, we are also continuing to 
receive serial production orders for our 
ANKA SATCOM Radome.

Meteksan Defence 
Leads the Field in 
Underwater Acoustics
MSI TDR: Assigned by the SSM as 
Turkey’s Centre of Excellence in 
Underwater Acoustics, Meteksan is 
engaged in a number of important 
projects and critical R&D studies in 
this particular area. We speak about 
these projects and studies from time to 
time, but the full picture is somewhat 
vague for the other players in the 
industry. Could you gives a broad 
overview of your work in this area?
Tunç BATUM: We have been active in 
underwater acoustics since the earli-
est years of our establishment. Based 
on the contracts we signed at the time, 
our activities are focused on three 
main areas: Sonar Systems, Under-
water Weapon System Sonars, and 
Underwater Communication and Sen-
sor Networks. In each of these areas, 

YAKAMOS is the best 
hull-mounted sonar (HMS) 
system in the TNFC’s inventory, 
which has been proven in firing 
tests. Aboard TCG HEYBELİADA 
and TCG BÜYÜKADA, the system 
has served commendably at sea 
and in different regions around 
the world where it has played 
a role in NATO missions.
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we have made progress in a stepwise 
fashion by working together with the 
SSM and Turkish Naval Forces Com-
mand (TNFC). Thanks to the technology 
transfer arranged through ARMERKOM 
(Research Centre Command), we have 
gained significant knowledge of the 
entire sonar system, including its elec-
tronic parts and algorithms, and we are 
putting that knowledge to use in the 
third and fourth ships of the MİLGEM 
project, making further improvements 
and changes to the system. Our works 
are backed by 10 years of engineering, 
a qualified engineer workforce and a 
strong infrastructure. From materi-
als to systems, we now have in-depth 
experience on the subject. Utilising 
this as our starting point, we have now 
moved into the submarine systems 
domain, and have started work on the 
development of the IPS/IDRS sonar, 
Turkey’s first indigenous submarine 
sonar, together with TÜBİTAK BİLGEM 
(Informatics and Information Security 
Research Centre). The experience we 
have gained has been the cornerstone 
of our submarine modernisation proj-
ects, and on the strength of this, we 
have started making offers to interest-
ed parties.
We pretty much qualify as the one and 
only company in Turkey working on the 
development of next generation under-
water sensors and digital communica-
tions, and our level of knowledge rivals 
the leading players in the world. We 
are certain this knowledge will lead us 
to assume important tasks in ensuring 
the security of Turkey’s maritime bor-
ders, and also in the National Subma-
rine, or MİLDEN, project. These are two 
areas in which we believe the value we 
create will make a difference.
From a broader perspective, our target 
for the next 10-year period is to be-
come a world-renown sonar company, 
and in pursuit of this target, we would 
like to see, and are certain that we will 
see, the support of the SSM, the TNFC 
and Turkish shipyards in our efforts.

MSI TDR: How would you rate the 
competitiveness of the YAKAMOS 
sonar in the international market? 
When exports of the MİLGEM 
corvette begin, will they be fitted with 
YAKAMOS?
Tunç BATUM: YAKAMOS is the best 
hull-mounted sonar (HMS) system 
in the TNFC’s inventory, which has 

been proven in firing tests. Aboard  
TCG HEYBELİADA and TCG BÜYÜKADA,  
the system has served commendably 
at sea and in different regions around 
the world where it has played a role in 
NATO missions.
The world’s leading sonar companies 
are generally moving forward by up-
dating the well-performing sonars they 
developed years ago, but YAKAMOS 
stands out among them, based on the 
fact that it was developed later, and so 
is based on newer technologies.
Evidently, technology never stands 
still, which is why we have already laid 
out our road map to take YAKAMOS 
into the future when we need to, and to 
this end, we have analysed technology 
trends and customer expectations, as 
well as the competitive environment 

of the future. We are attempting to 
match, in terms of timing and calendar, 
our planned development efforts with 
Turkey’s platform modernisation and 
production projects, and our goal is to 
continuously develop the YAKAMOS so-
nar as part of a product lifecycle.
In Turkey, we expect YAKAMOS to find a 
place on every type of platform in which 
it can be used. As for the markets over-
seas, we are, as a first stage, working 
together with STM, within the scope 
of the export works for the MİLGEM 
ships. Having a sonar fully integrated 
onto a platform and fully optimised to 
its noise sources is of vital importance. 
When you take a sonar that has proven 
to be successful on another ship and 
place it on MİLGEM, you cannot ex-
pect it to perform equally without first 

Meteksan Savunma is also given responsibility for the operation and maintenance of 
Turkish Naval Forces Command’s Fire and Damage Control Training Simulators.

Realistic drills are run 
on the damage control 

simulator of 
Meteksan Savunma.
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carrying out these optimisation works.  
YAKAMOS will be the best-performing 
sonar on MİLGEM, which is why we be-
lieve that all exported MİLGEMs will be 
fitted with this sonar. In the mid- and 
long-term, we also aim to gain a pres-
ence in export markets with our sonar 
family on platforms other than MİLGEM.

Diversifying Projects
and Systems
MSI TDR: In the field of communication 
systems, do you have any plans or 
targets for platforms and systems 
other than missile data links?
Tunç BATUM: As you may know, pres-
ent-day operational concepts are 
making it necessary to rely on net-
work-centric operations, as well as 
on data links that ensure secure data 
transfer between units in real, or near 
real, time. Meteksan offers indigenous, 
reliable and high-bandwidth data link 
solutions to ensure a constant connec-
tion between missiles and platforms, 
and one of our goals is to transfer 
these solutions to the communication 
systems used between land, naval and 
air platforms. As I mentioned earlier, 
to meet the data link needs of UAVs as 
well as rotary- and fixed-wing manned 
reconnaissance, surveillance and at-
tack aircraft, we’ve started working on 
the development of a C-Band Data Link 
System, and are planning to introduce 

our system to users in the second half 
of this year.
For cruise missiles, we have developed 
Turkey’s first national and indigenous 
tactical data link terminals, and having 
achieved this, our next target is to pres-
ent a novel indigenous tactical data link 
solution that will eliminate the known 
vulnerabilities of existing tactical data 
links, that will be rapid and reliable, 
that will be resistant to electronic jam-
ming, and that fully meets the opera-
tional requirements of the integrated 
platforms. In the tactical field, we’ve 
already produced and delivered com-
munication systems for land platforms 
that feature high bandwidth for sound 
and image, and with a scalable chan-
nel structure. We are also intent on 

The platform simulator 
sector is the most important 
area for us in the export 
market. We have already
supplied and installed a Damage 
Control Training Simulator for 
the Royal Navy of Oman, and 
have received positive feedback 
regarding its use in training
activities. This system is the 
first export to Oman in the 
defence field, not just by the 
company, but by the Turkish 
defence industry as a whole. 
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offering a system solution for existing 
air platforms, as for platforms that are 
undergoing modernisation or which 
will be developed in the future that may 
require this kind of infrastructure.

MSI TDR: You are engaged in some 
important export projects related to 
platform simulators. On the other 
hand, following Fire and Damage 
Control Training Simulators, you 
haven’t signed any new domestic 
projects in this field. How would you 
assess the domestic market, and 
where do you see Meteksan Defence 
within this market?
Tunç BATUM: The platform simulator 
sector is the most important area for us 
in the export market. We have already 
supplied and installed a Damage Con-
trol Training Simulator for the Royal 
Navy of Oman, and have received posi-
tive feedback regarding its use in train-
ing activities. This system is the first 
export to Oman in the defence field, not 
just by the company, but by the Turkish 
defence industry as a whole. The suc-
cessful completion of this project has 
enhanced our regional and internation-
al recognition in the field of damage 
control simulators, and may have con-
tributed to the success of our bid in the 
Republic of Korea’s Damage Control 
Simulator tender in cooperation with a 
local partner, and this project is now go-
ing forward according to schedule.
In Turkey, after our Fire and Damage 
Control Training Simulator project 
was accepted, in January 2017, we as 
Meteksan Defence were also   given 
responsibility for the operation and 
maintenance of the simulators we have 
supplied, which is a first for the TNFC.
In 2017, we also submitted a bid for 
the electro-mechanics based project 

launched by the SSM, which is current-
ly under review. We consider that the 
upcoming period will hold many new 
opportunities for platform simulators, 
and we are aiming to enter many new 
fire and damage control simulator 
projects that may arise, both in Turkey 
and overseas, as well as in works re-
lated to platform simulators address-
ing different needs and civilian appli-
cations. Pressing ahead in all areas of 
activity, we see great promise in the 
field of platform simulators.

MSI TDR: You have just carried out the 
first exports of the Retinar product 
family, and meanwhile, potential 
customers in Turkey are continuing 
to evaluate and consider the system. 
Should we expect new developments in 
2018 in this product family?
Tunç BATUM: The Retinar Perimeter 
Surveillance Radar family have been 
developed entirely through our own 

resources with the experience we ac-
quired in millimetre wave radar tech-
nologies and there are a few compara-
ble products in its class. The fact that 
no member of this product family had 
made it into the inventory in Turkey by 
2017 was somewhat demotivating for 
us, and prompted us to place greater 
emphasis on foreign markets. In 2017, 
we signed our first export contract, and 
deliveries are planned for the second 
half of 2018. Retinar can be considered 
a life-saver in situations where elec-
tro-optic systems prove to be inade-
quate, and we are now seeing positive 
results from our efforts to promote this 
system within Turkey, with both the 
Turkish Armed Forces (TAF) and the 
Ministry of Interior taking an interest. 
Our products have been undergoing 
rigorous testing for some time now, 
and we have been receiving some very 
good feedback and have benefitted 
greatly from these tests, in that they al-
low us to further improve our product. 
I can say we have reached a very good 
point at this stage, and that Retinar is 
likely to take a larger part of the spot-
light over the course of 2018.

Looking to the Future 
with Hope
MSI TDR: You have seen great success 
in the international market with the 
signing of three contracts in 2017. 
What would you say is behind this 
success? How are you carrying out 
your international sales activities? 
Can we expect to hear news of 
new exports in 2018?

PELİKAN guided missile simulator

Behind the control room of Meteksan Defence’s 
fire training and damage control simulators 

are mature concepts, formed through 
an in-depth knowledge of the field.
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Tunç BATUM: In 2017, we first signed 
the contract for the Damage Control 
Simulator with the Republic of Korea, 
and following this, we began export-
ing the Retinar PTR Perimeter Sur-
veillance Radar to a friendly country.  
Finally, we started exporting our in-
digenously developed avionics sys-
tems to a country in the Far East.
For the Damage Control Simulator, 
our export champion, we are expect-
ing to sign a new contract in 2018. In 
this corner of the business, Meteksan 
Defence has become a global brand 
that is using the most advanced tech-
nologies, that has developed the most 
current simulator design and that has 
signed contracts with the most coun-
tries - Turkey, Oman and the Republic 
of Korea. In this field, our target is to 
add another country every year to our 
list of customers.
The Retinar PTR export we made to a 
friendly country carries great meaning 
and significance for us. Selling a prod-
uct abroad which has yet to make it 
into the inventory in Turkey is quite un-
common in our sector, and we are con-
tinuing our promotional efforts for the 
Retinar product family overseas. In the 
coming two-month period, there are at 
least two countries with which we are 
hoping to reach a deal.
Another point I would like to empha-
sise is that none of these exports are 
part of offset liabilities, as all have re-
sulted from the technical performance 

and price advantages we have brought 
to the respective tenders that have al-
lowed us to outbid our competitors.
Our plan for 2018 is to start promo-
tional and marketing activities over-
seas for our newer products, such 
as OKİS, YAKAMOS and the PELİKAN 
guided missile simulator, but we are 
also continuing to roll out new prod-
ucts that are making us very hopeful 
and excited for 2019 and the years 
to come. That said, we remain ful-
ly aware that export activities are a 
product of long, arduous and meticu-
lous efforts.

MSI TDR: We see that Meteksan 
Defence has been quite active in 
social media over the past year, 
and have become one of the most 
followed companies in the sector. 
Meteksan Defence is also among the 
companies whose news are the most 
shared. What is behind this notable 
success on this side of corporate 
communications? What are Meteksan 
Defence’s goals in terms of its social 
media visibility?
Tunç BATUM: Being good at what you 
do is closely linked to your focus and 
what you consider important. I attach 

great importance to communication, 
and particularly to social media, be-
cause we live in an era of communi-
cation. Younger generations are con-
stantly communicating, and to keep 
up with this world you have to dis-
seminate the right information in the 
shortest time possible to interested 
people who expect up-to-date news 
from you. Nowadays, younger people 
in particular prefer to work in compa-
nies that are active on social media, 
and in this context, we’ve taken our 
social media activities to a whole new 
level over the past two years. Thanks 
to the hardworking and diligent efforts 
of our colleagues, we’ve even exceed-
ed our targets, and in the last months 
of 2017 we launched our English Twit-
ter account. For 2018, we’re seeking 
to increase our number of shares 
through this account, thereby contrib-
uting to the international visibility of 
our products.

On behalf of our readers, we would 
like to thank Tunç Batum, President 
of Meteksan Defence, for taking the 
time to answer our questions and 
for providing us with such valuable 
information.

Being good at what you do is closely linked to your focus and 
what you consider important. I attach great importance to 
communication, and particularly to social media, because 
we live in an era of communication. 
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The way the SSM han-
dles R&D projects has 
changed considerably 

in recent years. Prior to 
2009, the SSM would launch 
R&D projects upon receiving 
a requirement notification 
from the relevant authority. 
A Cabinet Decree issued in 
2009 offered more flexibili-
ty to the SSM in this regard, 
allowing it to decide on  
which projects to carry out, 
based on its own foresights 
regarding the needs of re-
spective areas. The under-
secretariat, which started to 
refer to projects launched 
under its own initiative as 
SSM R&D Road Map Proj-
ects, then adopted the R&D 
panel concept, following an-
other Cabinet Decree issued 
in 2012.
The SSM organised its first 
R&D panel on December 
22, 2016, and to date, three 
such panels have been held. 
Among those taking part 
have been SSM officials, rep-
resentatives of the Turkish 
Armed Forces, academicians 
and various stakeholders 
in the sector. As a result of 
these panels, decisions have 
been made to launch 22 new 
R&D projects and develop 
six SSM Wide Area R&D Pro-
gramme (SAGA), and con-
tracts for 14 of these items 
were signed at the ceremony 
on January 26.

An R&D Project for 
Each Future Need
R&D projects are launched 
taking into account either 
existing needs or needs that 
will arise in the future, and 
these needs are then asso-
ciated with subsystems and 
platform projects at high-
er levels. For example, the 
Turboshaft Engine Devel-
opment Project (TEDP) was 
launched with the goal of 
developing the engine re-
quired by the Helicopter De-
velopment Programme, and 
in order to ensure that the 
turbine blades to be used in 
this engine are resistant to 
high temperatures, an R&D 
project related to monocrys-
talline casting technologies 
was launched. Then, in order 
to gain magnesium casting 
technologies to provide high 
fatigue resistance to the 
gearbox body to be used in 
the Indigenous Helicopter 

platform, another R&D proj-
ect was commenced.

Defence is the 
Leader in R&D 
Expenditures
The defence and aerospace 
industry has a significant 
share in Turkey’s R&D efforts. 
In 2016, the total R&D expen-
ditures made by the Turkish 
private sector amounted to 
$4.42 billion, and the share 
of the defence and aerospace 
industry in this amount was 
28 percent, valued at $1.25 

billion. Then, in 2017, SSM 
completed the acceptance 
tests of 14 R&D projects, and 
the project deliverables were 
delivered into the service of 
the respective users.
Currently, the SSM is con-
ducting a total of 91 R&D 
projects valued at some 
¨1.5 billion, and the parties 
involved in these projects 
include 90 institutions and 
organisations, and 2,160 of 
their employees. 59 of these 
institutions and organisations 
are private companies while 

Fourteen New R&D Projects by SSM
The Undersecretariat for Defence 
Industries (SSM), one of the strategic 
goals of which is to “increase the 
realisation rate of technology projects 
directly addressing subsystems and 
component products under the R&D 
Road Map”, launched 14 new R&D 
projects at a signing ceremony in 
Ankara on January 26. The ceremony 
was testament to the point achieved 
by the SSM in the field of R&D works, 
and reading between the lines of the 
speech given by Prof. Dr. İsmail Demir, 
Undersecretary for Defence Industries, 
it is apparent that the SSM is open to any 
kind of cooperation in such projects. 
Şebnem ASİL / s.asil@milscint.com
Alper ÇALIK / a.calik@milscint.com
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25 of them are universities 
and 6 are research centres. 
The SSM has an annual R&D 
budget of ¨300 million.

SME - Prime 
Contractor - University 
Cooperation in 
R&D Projects
The contracting model for the 
14 projects covered under 
the signing ceremony was 
developed based on an SME 
(Small and Medium-Sized 
Enterprise) - Prime Contrac-
tor - University cooperation 
model, involving 11 uni-
versities, including various 
universities in Anatolia, and 
three TÜBİTAK institutes, 
who were awarded with proj-
ects either as contractors or 
subcontractors.
The projects launched and their 
contractors are as follows:
n	 SDN- and NFV-Based 

5G Evolved Packet Core 
(EPC) Development 
(ÇINAR) Project: ULAK 
A.Ş. is the prime 
contractor, and ASELSAN 
and ARGELA are the 
subcontractors.

n	 Social Media Anomaly
Detection, Incident 
Tracking and Analysis 
(HAVADİS) Project: 
DataBoss is the prime 
contractor, and Gebze 
Technical University 
and TOBB University 
of Economics and 
Technology are the 
subcontractors.

n	 Deep Learning Big Data
Analysis Platform 
(DEĞİRMEN) Project: 
Fırat University is the 
prime contractor.

n	 Multi-Dimensional Radio
Communication Signal 
Analysis Platform 
(KAŞİF) Project: TÜBİTAK 
BİLGEM (Informatics 
and Information Security 
Research Centre) is 
the prime contractor, 
and Yıldız Technical 
University, Istanbul 
Commerce University, 
and MEDİPOL University 
are the subcontractors.

n	 Source Management
Algorithms in Cognitive 
Radio Networks and Test 
Simulator Development 
(KAYA) Project - Ankara 
University is the prime 
contractor and ASELSAN 
is the subcontractor.

n	 Interference Management
in Cognitive Radio 
Networks (HİZA) Project: 
İTÜNOVA Technology 
Transfer Office is the 
prime contractor, and 
Istanbul Technical 
University (ITU) is the 
subcontractor.

n	 Next-Generation Material
Development Project 
for Domes and Optical 
Windows (KUBBE): 

ASELSAN is the prime 
contractor, and TÜBİTAK 
MAM (Marmara Research 
Centre) and TÜBİTAK 
SAGE (Defence Industries 
Research 
and Development 
Institute) are the 
subcontractors.

n	 Nickel Metal Dust
Development Project for 
Additive Manufacturing 
in Aviation Practices 

(ATOM): TEI is the prime 
contractor, and Ermaksan 
and Gazi University are 
the subcontractors.

n	 Refractor Material
Development Project 
for Missile Jet 
Wing Applications 
(REFRAKTER): 
TÜBİTAK MAM is the 
prime contractor and 
ROKETSAN is the 
subcontractor. 

The commemorative card featuring the ÇINAR Project was signed by 
Prof. Dr. İsmail Demir and A. Metin Balcı, General Manager of ULAK A.Ş.

The commemorative card featuring the DEĞİRMEN Project was signed by Prof. 
Dr. İsmail Demir and Prof. Dr. Kutbeddin Demirdağ, Rector of Fırat University.

The commemorative card featuring the HAVADİS Project was signed by 
Prof. Dr. Haluk Görgün, Rector of Gebze Technical University; Prof. Dr. İsmail Demir; 
Prof. Dr. Yücel Şahin, Vice Rector of Yıldız Technical University; Prof. Dr. Adem 
Şahin, Rector of TOBB University of Economics and Technology; and 
Assoc. Prof. S. Serdar Kozak, General Manager of DataBoss.
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n	 Titanium-Layered Additive
Manufacturing Process 
Development Project, 
Based on the Electron 
Beam Melting (EBM) 
Method (ELEKTRON 
Project): TEI is the 

prime contractor, and 
Sabancı University is the 
subcontractor.

n	 Aviation-Quality Stainless
Steel and Nickel-Based 
Super Alloy Development 
(DİNÇ) Project: TEI is 
the prime contractor, 
and TÜBİTAK MAM 
and AKMETAL are the 
subcontractors.

n	 GaN-Based S/R Module
Components 
Development (AKASYA) 
Project: ASELSAN is the 
prime contractor, and AB 
MikroNano and KUPFER 
are the subcontractors.

n	 Milimetre Wave
Band GaN-Based High 
Performance Integrated 
Circuit Development 
(MOGAN) Project: 
Meteksan Defence-
Bilkent University Joint 
Venture is the contractor.

Meteksan Defence-Bilkent 
University Joint Venture to 
Work on Critical Technologies 
Following the signing ceremony, Meteksan Defence  
issued a press release about the Millimetre Wave Band 
GaN-Based High Performance Integrated Circuit 
Development (MOGAN) Project. Under the project:
n	 The GaN-based high power integrated circuit design,
 development and production infrastructure will be
 expanded to cover the Ka-band frequencies, and
n	 The indigenous production of GaN-based power
 amplifiers for both civil and military applications,
 which require high power, high efficiency and 
 high linearity, will be ensured.
Considering the increase in the market share of GaN-based 
RF devices, and the fact that they are being used more 
widely in various areas, it can be said that when Turkey 
gains this critical technology, its foreign dependency in the 
field of electronics will decrease, and this will lead to the 
indigenous production of critical components in both mili-
tary and civil projects. The prototypes, which are capable 
of operating at high frequencies thanks to their advantages 
in terms of frequency, power endurance and output power/
noise factor, will also be used in military radar systems 
and satellite terminals, 5G base stations, traffic radar 
applications, autonomous driving applications and imaging 
applications. Plans are in place for the GaN-Based Power 
Amplifier Integrated Circuit, the Switching Integrated 
Circuit, the Driver Amplifier Integrated Circuit, as well as 
the RF Power Amplifier and Upconverter Module that will 
be developed by using these circuits, to be used in 
projects to be put into practice in the near future.

The commemorative card featuring the KAŞİF Project was signed by Hacı Ali Mantar, 
President of TÜBİTAK BİLGEM; Prof. Dr. İsmail Demir; Prof. Dr. Nazım Ekren, Rector of Istanbul Ticaret University, 
and Prof. Dr. Yücel Şahin, Vice Rector of Yıldız Technical University.

The commemorative card featuring the KAYA Project was signed by Prof. Dr. 
İsmail Demir and Prof. Dr. Ayhan Elmalı, Vice Rector of Ankara University.

The commemorative card featuring the HİZA Project was signed by 
Prof. Dr. İsmail Demir and Prof. Dr. Alper Ünal, Vice Rector of ITU.
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n	 Dust Thermobaric
Explosive Development 
(VOLKAN) Project: 
TÜBİTAK SAGE is the 
prime contractor, and 
TÜBİTAK MAM and MKEK 
(Mechanical and Chemical 
Industry Company) are 
the subcontractors.

The targets to be achieved 
once the projects are com-
pleted are as follows:
n	 The transfer of

information and 
technology to industry, 
and to have industry 
transform the technology 
into products;

n	 To gain the technology
and components required 
for platforms such as 
military radios, and wide-
band communication 
network and intelligence 
systems and their 
subsystems;

n	 To achieve a considerable
decrease in foreign 
dependency by means of 
the indigenous production 
of  materials that are 
critical especially  for 
aviation practices ;

n	 To produce materials 
that are critical for 
demolition technologies 
indigenously;

n	 To develop semi-conductive
materials for use in radar 

applications in such a way 
that they can be produced 
domestically, and in 
this regard, to produce 
radars with increased 
capabilities by totally 
indigenous means.

Resisting Embargoes
The signing ceremony 
opened with a presentation 
given by Deniz Demirci, Ad-
vanced Materials and En-
ergy Programme Manager 
in the R&D Department of 
the SSM. In his presenta-
tion, Demirci shared the  
SSM’s approach to R&D 
projects.
Undersecretary Prof. Dr. 
İsmail Demir, who took the 
floor next, gave important 
messages about R&D proj-
ects, beginning his speech 
by explaining the role of 
R&D in a country’s develop-
ment. Undersecretary Prof. 
Dr. Demir gave the example 
of the upgrading of Leopard 
2 tanks that was present in 
the inventory of the Turk-
ish Land Forces by the time 
of his speech. Referring to 
news articles in the Turk-
ish press claiming that Tur-
key may be subject to some 
embargoes related to this 
upgrading, he said: “When 
they ask us about these,  

TEI to Develop Critical Materials 

for Aviation Practices
TEI signed three contracts during the event. In the 
subsequent press statement issued by the company,
it was emphasised that these projects will allow 
the indigenous production of critical materials, 
for especially aviation practices, leading to a 
considerable decrease in Turkey’s foreign dependency 
in this field, while also enabling the indigenous 
production of materials that are critical for demolition 
technologies.
Of these three projects, the DİNÇ Project foresees the 
development of the aviation-quality stainless steel 
and nickel-based super alloys required by the defence 
industry and for civil aviation platforms. The second 
project, called ATOM, is for the development of nickel 
metal dust for additive manufacturing in aviation 
practices, while the third project, ELEKTRON, covers 
the development of a titanium layer process based on 
the Electron Beam Melting (EBM) method.

The commemorative card featuring the REFRAKTER Project was signed 
by Selçuk Yaşar, President and CEO of ROKETSAN; Prof. Dr. İsmail Demir; 
and Prof. Dr. İbrahim Kılıçaslan, President of TÜBİTAK MAM.

The commemorative cards featuring the KUBBE and AKASYA projects was signed 
by Prof. Dr. İsmail Demir and Dr. Faik Eken, President and CEO of ASELSAN.

The commemorative card featuring the DİNÇ Project was signed by 
Prof. Dr. İsmail Demir and Prof. Dr. Mahmut Faruk Akşit, President and CEO of TEI.
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we tell them that we aren’t 
concerned about any of the 
items that may be subject 
to restrictions. We can do 
certain things by ourselves 
by means of our alterna-
tive resources. So, in or-
der to strengthen our hand 

and to act independently in  
this sense, we need to be 
able to take decisions with 
our own free will, and not 
bow to the others’ embar-
goes and threats. To do 
this, we need to develop 
high tech products, to re-

duce our foreign dependen-
cy, and to become compe-
tent especially in defence 
industry. The key to this 
is, of course, to carry out  
R&D works that lead to 
the production of high tech 
products.”

Successful R&D 
Works Rely on 
Cooperation
Stating that a product goes 
through a long chain of pro-
cesses before entering into 
use, ranging from R&D to 
serial production, Under-
secretary Prof. Dr. Demir 
said: “We don’t claim to be 
an R&D institution like the 
other prominent institutions 
and organisations special-
ised in R&D in Turkey, such 
as TÜBİTAK. We say only that 
we are knowledgeable about 
the chain of processes that 
lead to the product, espe-
cially in the field of defence 
... Our colleagues working 
on fundamental sciences 
and applied sciences, R&D 
staff, research institutes and 
companies form the links in 
this chain. As an enterprise 
that understands who re-
quires what kind of product 

Technologies Gained through Certain R&D Projects Completed in 2017, and Their Areas of Use
Type of Technology Gained  Area
from the Project of Use
Additive manufacturing Engines used in aerospace
Energetic material Rockets and missiles
Advanced material shaping Aerial vehicles
Navigation technologies Head tracking systems, guided systems, tactical unmanned aerial vehicles
Infrared sensing Reconnaissance and surveillance camera systems, facility and border security, missile
 warning system
Electronic warfare Seeker simulator
Communication Communication infrastructure for public security

The commemorative card featuring the ATOM Project was signed by 
Prof. Dr. İbrahim Uslan, Rector of Gazi University; Prof. Dr. İsmail Demir; 
and Prof. Dr. Mahmut Faruk Akşit, President and CEO of TEI.

The commemorative card featuring the ELEKTRON Project was signed by 
Prof. Dr. Hasan Mandal, Acting President of Sabancı University; Prof. Dr. İsmail 
Demir; and Prof. Dr. Mahmut Faruk Akşit, President and CEO of TEI.

The commemorative card featuring the MOGAN Project was signed by Tunç Batum, President of Meteksan Defence; 
Prof. Dr. İsmail Demir; Prof. Dr. Abdullah Atalar, Rector of BİLKENT University; and Prof. Dr. Ekmel Özbay, Director 
of Nanotam (Nanotechnology Research Centre).
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through maintaining a good 
dialogue with the customer, 
we first define the needs, and 
then decide on what kind of 
technologies are required to 
develop such a product. Once 
we have formed the links of 
the chain, we would like to 
retain this dialogue with our 
customers.”
Undersecretary Prof. Dr. 
Demir emphasised that there 
should be synergy in an eco-
system: “In fact, we should 
form this chain altogether 
as a family ... Rather than 
discussing who will lead the 
process or who is perform-
ing better in a certain field, 
we, as a country, should first 
concentrate on achieving the 
result successfully. Once the 
result is achieved and a val-
ue is created, and it will be 
everybody’s success. Along 
that road, the contributions 
of our colleagues, weather 
they be small or large, and of 

our institutions, play a great 
role. What really matters is 
laying the flagstones of the 
path that leads to success 
altogether, and forming the 
links of the chain, hand-in-
hand.”

SSM Calls on All 
Parties Capable of R&D
Undersecretary Prof. Dr. 
Demir explained the SSM’s 
motivation in reaching all 
parties that are capable of 
carrying out R&D: “We have 
many needs; there are re-
ally a lot of fields that we 
need to work on. Now we are 
talking about 14 subjects, but  
tomorrow, maybe this will 
be 1,014, and then even 
more in the future. Carrying 
out research in such huge  
numbers of subjects is not 
something that we can do 
alone. In fact, this is not only 
our concern, but also the 
concern of the entire coun-

try. In this sense, we care 
about all the stakeholders 
that we can reach, and we 
need your support in letting 
us know about those that we 
cannot reach or which we 
have overlooked. If you have 
any colleagues or are aware 

of any institutions carrying 
out valuable R&D works in 
a certain field, please let us 
know.”
The event concluded after 
commemorative cards fea-
turing the recently contract-
ed projects were signed. u

The commemorative card featuring the VOLKAN Project was signed by 
Ahmet Taşkın, Chairman of the Executive Board and General Manager of 
MKEK; Prof. Dr. İsmail Demir; and Erdal Çakmak, Director of TÜBİTAK SAGE.
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MSI TDR: SSI is already supporting 
the development of the Turkish defence 
and aerospace industry on various fronts, 
and now it is putting its support behind 
SEDEC, one of the new events of the 
industry. What kind of gaps do you think 
SEDEC can fill in the industry? 
Latif Aral ALİŞ: SEDEC has been designed 
as a new concept event, aimed at gathering 
all international and national players in the 
industry operating in the fields of homeland 
security, border security and internal secu-
rity. Events in our country have tended to 
overlook these topics, but given the critical 
status of security in our region, especially 
due to recent developments, we believe the 
SEDEC event will boost synergy and give 
momentum to projects and collaborative 
efforts in the security industry.

MSI TDR:  What would you say 
about the Turkish defence sector’s 
performance in the areas of homeland, 
border and internal security?
Latif Aral ALİŞ:  These are all broad-spe-
ctrum areas that cover both military and 
civilian fields, and address such issues as 
border control systems, coastal security, 
airport control, military camp systems and 
infrastructure security. While weapon sys-
tems, surveillance and monitoring systems, 
communication systems, access controls, 
detectors, emergency rescue systems, 
and homeland security- and border secu-
rity-related efforts mainly involve military 
systems, internal security systems are also 

used for civil purposes. Systems used for 
civilian purposes include location tracking 
and equipment, urban security systems, 
road traffic surveillance, air field surveil-
lance and airport surveillance systems.
We see that in many Turkish products and 
subsystems, the ratio of local production is 
quite low, and since ongoing works aimed 
at increasing the local production rate in 
Turkey are not at the desired levels, we ful-
ly support this event in aiming to draw more 
attention to homeland, border and internal 
security, and their associated products. 
Our support of this event is aimed further 
at steering and guiding Turkish companies 
with the necessary competences into this 
field, in the hope that they can make their 
first inroads into these areas.

MSI TDR: SEDEC is expected to see a 
strong SME (Small- and Medium-Sized 
Enterprise) participation. What kind of 
benefits will the event offer from the 
SME standpoint?
Latif Aral ALİŞ: SEDEC will be a good op-
portunity for SMEs that are already part of 
the supply chain in the field of security to 
hold one-to-one meetings with both natio-
nal and foreign procurement authorities. By 
bringing together such a large number of 
procurement authorities at a single event, 
SMEs will be able to gain a clearer unders-
tanding of  their needs, and will also see 
how, and in what ways, they can utilise their 
capabilities to produce border security and 
homeland security systems, which present-

ly hold utmost importance for our country. 
The event will also help pave the way for the 
indigenous production of certain products 
that are currently being imported by Turkish 
manufacturers, leading to a further reducti-
on in external dependency. In the short term, 
the event will ensure a foreign currency flow 
into our country, while in the long term, it 
will enable many Turkish companies to be-
come global players [in the industry].

MSI TDR: Is there anything you 
would like to say to the foreign 
business partners of Turkish defence 
and aerospace industries about 
participating at SEDEC?
Latif Aral ALİŞ: First of all, Turkey’ capa-
bilities contribute greatly to the procure-
ment processes of OEM (Original Equipment 
Manufacturer) companies abroad. The lar-
ger foreign companies that have already re-
cognised this have already started to work 
with Turkish companies, and now we need 
to ensure the development of the sector in 
the areas of border, homeland and internal 
security. Our geographic location, as well as 
current developments in our region, signals 
that the sector is likely to experience a rapid 
development in this regard.

On behalf of our readers, we would like 
to thank Latif Aral Aliş, Chairman of the 
Board of Directors, Defence and Aerospace 
Industry Exporters’ Association, for taking 
the time to answer our questions and for 
providing us with such valuable information.

Latif Aral ALİŞ, Chairman of the Board of Directors,  
Defence and Aerospace Industry Exporters’ Association:
“The SEDEC event will boost synergy and 
give momentum to projects and collaborative 
efforts in the security industry.”

Bringing together international and national players in the fields 
of homeland security, border security and internal security, 
and designed to incorporate exhibitions, conferences and B2B 
meetings, the SEDEC event will be held for the first time this 
year. Among the institutions supporting the event – which is 
preparing to breathe new life into the industry – is the Defence 
and Aerospace Industry Exporters’ Association (SSI). We had the 
opportunity to speak with Latif Aral Aliş, Chairman of the Board 
of Directors, SSI, about SEDEC, as well as the support provided 
by SSI and the association’s expectations from the event. 
Şebnem ASİL / s.asil@milscint.com
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MSI TDR: Katmerciler achieved many 
important successes in 2017, and we will 
talk about each of them separately, but 
can we briefly say that 2017 was a leap 
forward for Katmerciler in the field of 
defence. How did you prepare for this?
Furkan KATMERCİ: Established in 1985 
with the aim of producing vehicle-top 
equipment, Katmerciler has over 30 
years of experience in the industry. 
As a leader in its industry and ranking 
among Turkey’s largest companies and 
exporters, it is the leader and the big-
gest exporter in this field, and the only 
publicly held company operating in this 
area in Turkey. For many years we op-
erated only in the field of vehicle-top 
equipment, and it was just before 2010 
that we decided to add a new lane to our 
line of business. We first entered into 
the civil equipment market, and then 
added defence, and that was how we 
started producing our TOMAs (anti-riot 
vehicles). Our intention was to test our 
performance with this vehicle and then 
to decide on to what extent we would 
focus on defence. Our confidence in our 
capabilities and capacity led us to take 
right road, and we became Turkey’s 
largest TOMA manufacturer in a very 
short period of time. Our vehicles won 
the total trust of the General Command 
of Gendarmerie and the Turkish Na-

Furkan KATMERCİ, 
Deputy Chairman of the Board 

of Directors of Katmerciler:

“HIZIR preparing 
for new missions.”

Katmerciler signed three significant contracts in 2017. 
These contracts are critically important 

as the 4x4 tactical wheeled armoured vehicle HIZIR 
will enter the inventory of the Turkish Armed 

Forces (TAF) for the first time, and as a brand 
new vehicle concept will be developed by the company. 

Another recent development in the company 
was the launch of the Remote Controlled Fire Fighter. 

We spoke to Furkan Katmerci, Deputy Chairman of the 
Board of Directors of Katmerciler, about these recent 

developments, and heard about the company’s 
new projects and future goals.

Alper ÇALIK / a.calik@milscint.com
Birol TEKİNCE / btekince@milscint.com
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tional Police. Although we were the last 
company in Turkey to enter the TOMA 
business, we are now dominating the 
TOMA market based on our quality and 
price policies.
All this success was, of course, a result 
of a strong background and preparation 
phase. The most important factors that 
helped us come to this point are our ex-
perienced production team as well as 
our R&D centre, which is capable of de-
signing and producing some 30 different 
vehicles and has the flexibility to design 
and integrate equipment for various 
different models of truck and pick-up 
truck. With the power, morale and en-
ergy we gained from our success in the 
TOMA field, we accelerated our efforts 
in the defence and security industry, es-
pecially after 2015.
Following our success with TOMAs, 
we turned our attention to the tactical 
wheeled armoured vehicle market and 
armoured construction vehicles, which 
play a critical role in engineering ac-
tivities. HIZIR, the armoured combat 
vehicle we developed after the KHAN 
armoured personnel carrier, was greet-
ed by our country with great interest. As 
the phrase goes, this vehicle, which is a 
platform that can be transformed into 
other vehicles, is the flagship of Kat-
merciler in the field of defence.

Although only a year and a half has 
passed since the HIZIR was launched 
in November 2016 at an event that was 
attended by President Recep Tayyip Er-
doğan, our product has outperformed its 
rivals in two significant tenders, which is 
a source of pride for us. The vehicle was 
designed so that it can be configured 
to carry out a variety of missions. Many 
different models have been designed in 
this manner, and are now preparing to 
enter the inventory of TAF, and accord-
ingly, to the inventory of NATO. I hope we 
will have your presence at the delivery 
ceremony of the first vehicle to roll off 
the production line to TAF. 
In 2017, we also delivered our NEFER 
hidden armour system into the service 
of TAF and introduced a number of new 
products to the market.
We showcased our armoured ambu-
lance, which is Turkey’s first armoured 
vehicle to be designed with that spe-
cific purpose, and developed a remote 
controlled armoured platform, and 
launched and exhibited its first exam-
ple in the field of defence, namely the 
Remote Controlled Weapon Platform 
at IDEF 2017. On the other hand, we 
launched the Remote Controlled Fire 
Fighter, which is our first platform for 
civilian use, at the 6th Private Sector R&D 
and Design Centres Summit in Ankara. 

All of these products attracted great in-
terest. Our armoured construction ve-
hicles have been serving TAF for some 
time now, and if we say that we started 
our operations in the field of defence 
with TOMA seven years ago, the point 
we have achieved today represents a 
very important accomplishment for us. 
We have covered a lot of ground in a very 
short time, but we still have a long way 
to go, because we have bigger dreams, 
and we will continue to work towards 
our dreams and goals without flinching.

MSI TDR:  In the interview we 
conducted for our 141st issue, you 
said “One of our goals for 2017 is to 
receive purchase orders from the 
defence industry.” As you have already 
achieved this goal, where will you 
place the bar from now on?
Furkan KATMERCİ: We have accom-
plished what we aimed for and won 
some very critical tenders. The KIRAÇ 
and border surveillance projects paved 
the way for HIZIR, our 4x4 tactical 
wheeled armoured vehicle which we 
have developed to NATO standards, to 
assume responsibility in homeland de-
fence. This has been a milestone for us. 
We started with TOMA, and now we are 
leaping forward with HIZIR, but there is 
a lot of ground we still need to cover.

Under the European Union funded 
project related to border security, HIZIR 
will enter the inventory of TAF, and thus to the 
inventory of NATO, for the first time.

U
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Katmerciler will be launching field tests 
to prove the performance of its new de-
fence products in 2018, but we have full 
trust in both ourselves and our vehicles. 
Just like our TOMAs won the trust of us-
ers and decision makers in Turkey with 
their high performance, we believe that 
we will build on this trust with our new 
vehicles. The defence industry has a 
high growth potential, and our company 
can grow larger on the back of this mo-
mentum. Furthermore, by making use 
of this potential, we will continue to add 
value to our country, our employees and 
our shareholders.
Meanwhile, our work on developing new 
vehicles are continuing. After the Re-
mote Controlled Weapon Platform and 
the Remote Controlled Fire Fighter, 
we are about to launch a third remote 
controlled vehicle soon. The unmanned 
ground-vehicle market in which we are 
operating still offers significant potential 
for new products. We hope the NEFER 
hidden armour system, which entered 
the inventory in 2017, will be used more 
widely in the coming period. We have 
also covered a lot of ground in the field 
of hybrid vehicles, which we are offering 
to our defence industry in various vehi-
cle segments, including HIZIR and our 
Remote Controlled Weapon Platform. 
We envisage our hybrid vehicles enter-
ing the inventory of our country in 2018.
I also would like to emphasise that our 
goals and vision are not only about our 

country, but also about all other coun-
tries in the world where there is export 
potential. As an export-oriented com-
pany, we will be heading for the global 
market in the field of defence with the 
same enthusiasm we take to the civil 
area. We believe that we will become 
more influential in the international 
arena with HIZIR, which is about to en-
ter the inventory of NATO, as well as 
with our other defence products, name-
ly the Remote Controlled Weapon Plat-
form and the Armoured Ambulance. 
The positive feedback we have received 

at the defence exhibitions in which we 
have participated in various countries is 
a strong indicator of this.
In short, we took a leap forward in 2017, 
and our goal for 2018 and beyond is first, 
to retain our position, and then to reach 
even higher positions. We will build on 
our success in the civil area and will 
continue to achieve new successes in 
the field of defence, as the two different 
lanes of our business.

HIZIR seen in side slope tests. Placement of the batteries of Hybrid 
HIZIR under the vehicle has resulted in a lower centre of gravity, 

making the vehicle more stable. Preparing to be tested 
in the near future this vehicle can be run with electric propulsion 

in addition to a smaller diesel engine.

34 - February 2018

Katmerciler has already proven itself with KHAN, HIZIR and the Armoured Ambulance, all of which are 4x4 vehicles, in the design of tactical wheeled terrain 
vehicles. Now, as the prime contractor in the KIRAÇ project, the company is preparing to develop brand new 4x4 vehicles. Katmerciler, which will design both 
the upper structure and the chassis at its R&D Centre, will develop four different types of vehicle under the project.
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MSI TDR:  In January and March last 
year you announced to the Public 
Disclosure Platform that you had 
established a joint company called LİKA 
with the Limak Group of Companies 
in order to cooperate in the field of 
defence. We already know that you have 
signed a confidentiality protocol about 
this, but just to satisfy the curiosity of 
our readers, could you share with us 
some brief information on this?
Furkan KATMERCİ: LİKA was estab-
lished as a result of a long-term strategy 
to operate in the defence field. It will be 
not be operating in the same sector as 
Katmerciler’s vehicles, as its main goal 
is to develop competent and top-level 
solutions in the field of subsystems, and 
its vision is to move forward with slow 
but firm steps rather than rapid advance-
ment. In this regard, it would be wrong to 
expect concrete outcomes from such an 
organisation in the short term.
The company’s operations are continu-
ing in line with this perspective and vi-
sion, and we will share good news with 
our industry and the public when the 
time comes.

HIZIR Prepares to Enter the 
Inventory of TAF
MSI TDR: Let’s talk about the contracts 
you signed in October. The first one was 
signed under an EU funded project in 
which the prime contractor was ASELSAN. 
What kind of information can you share 
with us about this project, under which the 
HIZIR 4x4 vehicle will be able to enter the 
inventory for the first time?
Furkan KATMERCİ: This project was de-
signed with a view to ensuring top-level 
border security. Developed in Turkey, 
HIZIR is the strongest vehicle in its class 
and offers a superior performance with 
400 HP engine power. The vehicle, which 
is designed in accordance with NATO 
standards, has very high manoeuvrability. 
All precautions have been taken to ensure 
high protection and the convenience and 
comfort of the personnel, allowing them 
to carry out their mission to the highest 
standard. Meanwhile, the armoured vari-
ant of the vehicle offers superior ballistic 
protection and high resistance to mines, 
and we have added further features which 
have resulted in increased trust in the ve-
hicle in military use. 

While the mission-critical systems 
of the vehicle will be produced by  
ASELSAN, their integration and instal-
lation onto HIZIR will come under our 
company’s responsibility with approval 
from ASELSAN.

KIRAÇ Project Paves the 
Way for New Vehicles
MSI TDR: The second contract you 
signed in October was for the Next 
Generation Criminal Investigation 
Vehicle (KIRAÇ) project of the 
Undersecretariat for Defence Industries 
(SSM) for the procurement of 4x4 
vehicles, in which you became the prime 
contractor. Are you going to use an 
existing platform, or will you develop a 
brand new vehicle for this project?
Furkan KATMERCİ: Under the coordi-
nation of the Turkish National Police 
and SSM, this project foresees the ac-
quisition of four types of vehicles. As 
the requested vehicles will have unique 
features, we consider this to be a brand 
new project, apart from our existing 
platforms. Like the body of the vehicle, 
we are designing the chassis through 
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our own R&D resources, and the vehi-
cles will have 4x4 terrain capability, a 
special exterior and a novel structure. 
Designed to operate in all climates, 
whether hot or cold, the vehicles will 
also be installed with an air-condition-
ing system. Regardless of its special 
exterior, the vehicle will still have 4x4 
driving capability and an independent 
suspension system. In addition to these, 
the vehicle will also have a differential 
lock, a high underbelly distance from 
the ground and the ability to climb steep 
inclines and traverse horizontal slopes. 
This platform, which we have developed 
with all terrain capability, will be a real 
tactical vehicle, and will also offer high 

manoeuvrability with a short turning 
radius for operation in urban areas. 
There will be two transmission boxes, 
one slow and one fast, in the vehicles 
equipped with automatic transmissions. 
These systems are critical in providing 
the vehicle with high performance capa-
bilities whether on tarmac or off-road. 
In addition, some of the vehicles will 
be designed as armoured vehicles. We 
consider this exemplary project as one 
that creates great added value both for 
our country and for our company.

MSI TDR: What kind of equipment will 
we see on the vehicles to be developed 
under the KIRAÇ project?
Furkan KATMERCİ: There will be var-
ious different compartments in these 
four different types of vehicles, all of 
which will have superior features to 

previously developed crime scene in-
vestigation vehicles. The vehicles will 
include office compartments, evidence 
protection compartments and labora-
tory compartments. The vehicles, which 
will be deployed for crime scene inves-
tigations, will include systems to deter-
mine the distance and direction of shots 
fired, evidence analysis devices, finger 
print identification equipment, chemical 
analysis facilities, an evidence protec-
tion system as well as Internet and sat-
ellite communication systems.

Armoured Ambulance: 
The Solution That Combines 
Different Needs
in the Same Pot
MSI TDR: The Armoured Ambulance 
is a vehicle that combines tactical 
requirements with medical 
requirements. Could you elaborate on 
how you have optimised these conflicting 
requirements? Can we consider this 
process to be an indicator of the 
engineering capabilities of Katmerciler?
Furkan KATMERCİ: At first, we carried 
out a research in our own R&D Centre 
to examine existing armoured ambu-
lances, and concluded that vehicles 
designed originally as armoured per-
sonnel carriers were then transformed 
into ambulances by adding certain fea-
tures. In other words, these so-called 
armoured ambulances were in fact not 
originally designed as ambulances, 
but were rather modified variants of 
armoured personnel carriers, and so 
they lacked the essential features that 

This led us to design and 
develop an armoured vehicle 
that was designed primarily 
as an ambulance. To begin 
with, we took into account 
all of the medical needs of 
healthcare personnel, including 
emergency response needs and 
even surgical requirements, 
for which we worked in close 
cooperation with the Ministry 
of Health. As a result of these 
efforts, in which we melted our 
competence in the development 
of armoured vehicles and our 
extensive experience in the field 
of ambulance design in the same 
pot, we optimised the placing 
of intra-ambulance systems 
and designed the Katmerciler 
Armoured Ambulance.

The design phases of the Armoured Ambulance, including the designing of the height and length 
of the vehicle, the placing of stretchers and medical equipment, and the arranging of a surgery room 
environment, were carried out under the guidance of military doctors.
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need to be present in an ambulance. 
This research also showed us that since 
it was low silhouette vehicles that were 
transformed into ambulances with the 
addition of certain features, the low 
ceiling was in direct conflict with the er-
gonomic needs of healthcare personnel. 
One of the most important criteria for 
ambulances is the inside headroom, in 
that it is of vital importance that health-
care personnel can stand up straight 
when attending a patient.
This led us to design and develop an ar-
moured vehicle that was designed pri-
marily as an ambulance. To begin with, 
we took into account all of the medical 
needs of healthcare personnel, includ-
ing emergency response needs and 
even surgical requirements, for which 
we worked in close cooperation with the 
Ministry of Health. As a result of these 
efforts, in which we melted our compe-
tence in the development of armoured 

vehicles and our extensive experience 
in the field of ambulance design in the 
same pot, we optimised the placing of 
intra-ambulance systems and designed 
the Katmerciler Armoured Ambulance.
With this vehicle, Katmerciler has man-
aged to meet the needs of healthcare 
personnel when attending patients, 
without compromising on tactical fea-
tures and armour protection. In ad-
dition, we also offer a larger capacity 
vehicle that allows more patients and 
medical equipment to be carried, thanks 
to a wider internal volume. In fact, we 
can summarise the process that led to 
the creation of this platform as follows. 
Military doctors told us what needs to be 

present in an ambulance under combat 
and conflict conditions, and detailed all 
the related requirements, and based on 
this information, we provided them with 
an armoured and safer model of the 
ambulance that they needed. We carried 
out the design phases, including the de-
signing of the height and length of the 
vehicle, the placing of stretchers and 
medical equipment, and the arranging 
of a surgery room environment, in line 
with the guidance provided by mili-
tary doctors. This is how we developed  
Turkey’s first vehicle to be designed as 
an armoured ambulance from the out-
set, and made it ready to be delivered to 
TAF and our security forces.

Katmerciler designed from scratch the Armoured 
Ambulance so that a person of medium height can 
stand comfortably inside. Company officials took 

into account all relevant medical requirements 
and designed a spacious inner cabin, without 

compromising on any of the essential features of 
a tactical wheeled armoured vehicle.
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MSI TDR: The last contract you signed 
related to the procurement of various 
armoured excavators and equipment. 
Which of the products in your existing 
product range are covered under this 
contract?
Furkan KATMERCİ: In the field of de-
fence, construction vehicles with engi-
neering functions play a significant role. 
Examples of such vehicles include ar-
moured excavators, armoured diggers 
and loaders, used for digging trenches, 
closing previously dug trenches and 
creating field fortifications to conceal 
and protect combat vehicles like tanks 
and howitzers. Furthermore, vehicles 
with logistic functions, such as water 
and fuel tankers, required in the con-
flict area, armoured personnel buses, 
and armoured low-bed trailers used 
for the transport of military vehicles are 
also essential for a strong homeland 
defence. We will continue to assume a 
significant role in meeting the relevant 
needs of TAF in this regard.
The contract you mentioned is spe-
cifically about meeting the armoured 
tracked excavator needs of TAF.

MSI TDR: You also entered the gun 
turret market with the Remote Control 

Multi Barrel Gas Launching System you 
exhibited at IDEF 2017. Is there a plan 
for the future to develop a new initiative 
related to gun turret systems?
Furkan KATMERCİ: The first vehicle, on 
which we displayed our first gun turret 
system, was our 4x4 armoured person-
nel carrier KHAN. This system, devel-
oped by Katmerciler, has 52 barrels with 
single and multiple firing options. There 
are opportunities for the development 
of many different products in this field. 
Taking into consideration the needs and 
demands of our customers and poten-
tial customers, we will continue to oper-
ate in this field.

Silent Fighter: Hybrid HIZIR 
MSI TDR: You are developing the 
new variant of HIZIR that has a 
hybrid powerpack together with 
ASELSAN. What can you say about the 
capabilities of this vehicle, which is 
a candidate to become Turkey’s first 
hybrid armoured vehicle?

Furkan KATMERCİ: HIZIR is preparing 
for new missions. With its hybrid pow-
erpack, the Hybrid HIZIR will not only 
have a longer range with lower costs, 
but also will stand out with its abili-
ty to approach the enemy silently and 
secretly. The ability to move silently, 
which will offer great superiority in 
intruder missions, is the result of the 
ongoing works being conducted with 
ASELSAN. With this aim, we have opti-
mised fuel efficiency and integrated an 
electric engine onto the vehicle to give 
us the optimum solution. While carry-
ing out this integration, we reconfig-
ured the vehicle’s structure, but with-
out compromising on any of the unique 
tactical features associated with HIZIR, 
such as its climbing capabilities and 
its maximum speed. We have even 
achieved to lower the centre of grav-
ity, thus increasing its ability to move 
on side slopes and making the vehicle 
more stable, by placing the batteries 
under the vehicle.

Armoured Water Tanker

Armoured Low-Bed Trailer

In the field of defence, 
construction vehicles with 
engineering functions play a 
significant role. Examples of 
such vehicles include armoured 
excavators, armoured diggers 
and loaders, used for digging 
trenches, closing previously 
dug trenches and creating field 
fortifications to conceal and 
protect combat vehicles like 
tanks and howitzers. 

Under the contract it 
signed in late 2017, 

Katmerciler will provide 
Armoured Excavators to 

TAF.
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MSI TDR: Which testing phase is Hybrid 
HIZIR now undertaking?
Furkan KATMERCİ: The components 
of Hybrid HIZIR have been fixed and 
the layout works are in the final phase, 
and we aim to conduct test drives of the 
vehicle in the first quarter of this year, 
once the subcomponents are received. 
Our goal is to have the vehicle ready for 
serial production in the second quarter 
of the year.

We Support 
Cooperative Efforts
MSI TDR: Are there any other projects 
that you are conducting with other 
companies in the industry?
Furkan KATMERCİ: We are carrying out 
exemplary works with ASELSAN both in 
the border surveillance project and the 
Hybrid HIZIR project. As two different 
companies with various different func-
tions, we are developing products that 
will serve for homeland defence and 
that will meet the needs of our security 
forces by melting our different capabili-
ties and experiences in a single pot.
We, as Katmerciler, have always been 
open to such cooperations, whether they 
be tactical or strategical, and we will 
continue to do so. More than being open 
to collaboration, we will actively pursue 
such cooperations and remain motivat-
ed in this regard, being well aware that 
no company can do everything by itself, 
and that this is not something that is 
necessary. Fast and efficient results can 
be obtained by combining capabilities, 
and we should be open to conducting 
collaborative works, as they will bring 
strategic benefits in terms of reducing 
foreign dependency in the field of de-
fence. The promotion and coordination 
of such cooperations by public authori-

ties and regulatory bodies will be helpful 
in this regard. In our opinion, five differ-
ent companies coming together for the 
development and production of an indig-
enous automobile can and must serve 
as an example for the defence industry.

MSI TDR: Could you share with us 
the current situation in your works 
to apply the NEFER hidden armour 
system to HIZIR?
Furkan KATMERCİ: We are continu-
ing to work on composite armouring in 
order to increase the existing ballistic 
protection capabilities of HIZIR to much 
higher levels than those committed to 
in our bids. We are also conducting bal-
listic tests and optimisation works for 
composite structures at our R&D cen-
tre, and are carrying out related design 
works related to their installation on the 

vehicle. We are working very hard to de-
liver the new variant of HIZIR that will be 
armoured with NEFER into the service 
of our armed forces since it is lighter, 
has greater manoeuvrability and offers 
many other advantages over the existing 
variant.

Satellite Control Capability 
for the Remote Controlled 
Weapon Platform
MSI TDR: You surprised everyone 
by exhibiting the Remote Controlled 
Weapon Platform at IDEF 2017. 
We were informed during the DSEI 
exhibition in September 2017 that you 
were preparing to put this vehicle 
through its tests on various terrain and 
in different climatic conditions. Could 
you tell us about the current status of 
your vehicle testing activities?

HIZIR in fording tests.

Katmerciler is continuing to integrate the NEFER hidden armouring system onto various vehicles. 4x4 
terrain vehicles integrated with NEFER are planned to enter the inventory of TAF this year.
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Furkan KATMERCİ: The Remote Con-
trolled Vehicle was planned as a con-
cept project for Katmerciler, and was 
designed as a platform that would help 
us develop a product family. Our dream 
was “to manufacture a remote con-
trolled platform that can be used as the 
base of various vehicles to meet differ-
ent needs by mounting various appara-
tus on it and making structural modifi-
cations”.
The first example of this was the Re-
mote Controlled Weapon Platform we 
launched at IDEF 2017. As soon as we 
showcased it, representatives of our 
armed forces, and especially the com-
manders operating in conflict areas at 
the time, showed great interest in the 
vehicle, visiting our stand to receive 
more information. They both expressed 
their appreciation and shared their sug-
gestions with us.
Recently, we added a satellite control 
capability to the Remote Controlled 
Weapon Platform that is normally op-
erated by a remote control kit from a 
distance of 3 km. This satellite connec-
tion ensures that the Remote Controlled 
Weapon Platform can be controlled 
from any point in Turkey.
We developed the first prototype of 
this as a firing platform. The main 
platform is integrated with SARP, the  
ASELSAN-made remote controlled sta-
bilised weapon system, and a satellite 
communication system. The vehicle can 
be powered with electric or hybrid pro-
pulsion, and has a minimum operation 
duration of five hours when powered by 

battery, increasing to up to eight hours 
when powered by a generator. Its cur-
rent speed is 25 km per hour, but we are 
working on increasing this.
Currently, our preparations for the 
performance tests of the Remote Con-
trolled Weapon Platform under desert 
conditions are already complete, and we 
are planning to finalise the tests in Feb-
ruary. In addition, we will also conduct 
performance tests to measure the vehi-
cle’s compatibility with cold climates in 
the coming period.

MSI TDR: What kind of systems can 
we expect to see on the Remote 

Controlled Weapon Platform in terms 
of payloads?
Furkan KATMERCİ: The Remote Con-
trolled Vehicle, which is a modular plat-
form that can be configured according 
to different needs, can be used as a re-
connaissance and observation vehicle 
by mounting thermal cameras, moving 
cameras and sensors. It can also be 
used for mine clearance, or to rescue 
wounded people from combat zones 
when mounted with a bulletproof cabin. 
With its carrying capacity of up to 2 tons, 
it can also be used for the transportation 
of ammunition and military equipment.
The Remote Controlled Weapon Platform 
can be managed either independently or 
in a coordinated manner through a sat-
ellite connection. Some 100–150 Remote 
Controlled Weapon Platforms can be di-
rected to the same target like a swarm. 
I believe these abilities make it an indis-
pensable vehicle for TAF.

Remote Controlled Fire 
Fighter: The Latest Surprise
MSI TDR: Could you also tell us about 
the Remote Controlled Fire Fighter you 
surprised us with when you launched it 
in December?
Furkan KATMERCİ: For the time being, 
our remote controlled vehicle family has 

The Remote Controlled Vehicle, 
which is a modular platform that 
can be configured according 
to different needs, can be 
used as a reconnaissance 
and observation vehicle by 
mounting thermal cameras, 
moving cameras and sensors. 
It can also be used for mine 
clearance, or to rescue wounded 
people from combat zones 
when mounted with a bulletproof 
cabin. With its carrying capacity 
of up to 2 tons, it can also be 
used for the transportation 
of ammunition and military 
equipment.

The ability to be controlled from satellite has 
enabled the Remote Controlled Weapon Platform 
to carry out missions as part of a swarm of 100 
vehicles. If need be, the vehicle can also be used 
in other missions, such as reconnaissance and 
observation, mine clearance, rescue and carrying 
ammunition.

Recently, Katmerciler has added the ability to be 
controlled via satellite to its Remote Controlled 
Weapon Platform, which can normally be operated 
by a remote control kit from a distance of 3 km.
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two members: The Remote Controlled 
Weapon Platform, and the Remote Con-
trolled Fire Fighter.
So far, we have designed two different 
models of the Remote Controlled Fire 
Fighter, which is the first member of 
the product family to have a civilian role. 
The first model was designed as a fire 
extinguishing system, and is installed 
with a pump that connects to a water 
or foam tank with a hose, the length of 
which can be adjusted as required. The 
Remote Controlled Fire Fighter can be 
used to respond to high risk fires, such 
as forest fires, fires in mines or chemi-
cal substance fires that firemen cannot 
get close to. The Remote Controlled 
Fire Fighter is an effective solution 
that offers the capability to respond to 
incidents where human beings can’t 
breathe, where vision may be limited, or 
where other senses may be limited for 
long periods.
The second Remote Controlled Fire 
Fighter model will be a remote controlled 
vehicle that will cool the area after the 
fire has been extinguished. This will be 
able to play an active role in such mis-
sions as search and rescue, transporting 
injured people and carrying payloads.

Katmerciler’s 
3rd Remote 
Controlled Vehicle
MSI TDR: What other 
projects are in planning 
in addition to the 
Remote Controlled 
Weapon Platform 
and the Remote 
Controlled Fire Fighter 
in the field of unmanned 
land vehicles?

Furkan KATMERCİ: First of all, I must 
say that the remote controlled vehicles 
we will design and develop to meet vari-
ous needs will have the potential to play 
a very important role in ensuring the in-
ternal and external security of our coun-
try, and in its defence. Following the Re-
mote Controlled Weapon Platform and 
the Remote Controlled Fire Fighter, we 
are now developing the third member 
of our remote controlled vehicle fami-
ly, and are planning to launch it in Feb-
ruary. Like the other members of this 
product family, the new vehicle will also 
be remote controlled and will be capa-
ble of being controlled from long dis-
tances through a satellite connection.
We will share the details about our new 
model, which is being developed based 
on the Remote Controlled Weapon Plat-
form and in line with the requirements 
defined by TAF, during the launch event.

MSI TDR: Have you received any recent 
orders from TAF or the security forces 
for your other products, such as TOMA 
and NEFER?
Furkan KATMERCİ: We received sig-
nificant orders for our hidden armour 
system NEFER in 2017 as well as KIRAÇ 

and our border surveillance projects. 
Our 4x4 terrain vehicles equipped with 
NEFER will enter the inventory of TAF 

Table 1. Technical Features of the 
Remote Controlled Fire Fighter

Power Supply Battery or generator
Speed 5 km/h
Dry weight 700 kg
Length 1,400 mm
Width 1,100 mm
Height 650 mm
Fluid Spraying Capacity 2,000 litres/minute
Fluid Spraying Pressure 7 bar

The Remote Controlled Fire Fighter, which 
was launched as a surprise in December, 
has two variants. The first model is designed 
as a fire extinguishing system and the second as a 
vehicle for cooling the area after the fire 
has been extinguished.

Katmerciler’s Remote Control Vehicle family has 
two members: The Remote Controlled Weapon 
Platform, and the Remote Controlled Fire Fighter. 
The company is now preparing to add a third 
member to this family.
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this year, and we believe this config-
uration will gain popularity in the near 
future.
In addition, we have also received or-
ders for TOMAs from Guinea and Viet-
nam in 2017, but none from any local 
authorities.

MSI TDR: What is the status of your 
building efforts to establish a factory 
in Ankara?
Furkan KATMERCİ: Our planned and 
designed investments in Ankara are 
about to be finalised. We are building 
three production centres on approxi-
mately 25,000 square metres of land in 
three different parts, and these centres 
will operate as R&D, design and produc-
tion centres for our defence vehicles. We 
will shift most of the production works 
related to KIRAÇ, border surveillance, 
NEFER integration, remote controlled 
vehicles, KHAN and the armoured am-
bulance from our factory in Izmir to our 
Ankara facilities. Katmerciler’s heart 
will beat in the Başkent Organised In-
dustrial Zone for the defence and secu-
rity industry.
Meanwhile, in line with a decision we 
took last month, we have also pur-
chased a new piece of land measuring 
5,800 square metres next to the exist-
ing 25,000 square metre lot that we will 
turn into a test centre for our vehicles, 
and we are planning to conduct all test 
procedures there, including road per-
formance and explosion 
tests. Our intention is to 
carry out all phases of 
our projects, including 

design, assembly and delivery, at the 
same complex.
Our total investments into these facili-
ties will be around ¨25 million.

A New Facility for Composite 
Material Production
MSI TDR: Do you have any other 
ongoing or planned investments for 
new facilities like the one in Ankara?
Furkan KATMERCİ: We don’t have any 
other plans for the short term, but we 
are planning to establish a new plant 
in Ankara for the production of armour 
composites, as the raw material used in 
bullet proof vests and helmets, and in 
the armouring of vehicles and reinforce-
ment of buildings. This is only a plan for 
now; but if we can increase our business 
volume in this field to a certain level in 
both the domestic and foreign markets, 
we will be ready to put this plan into 

practice very quickly.

Exports, the Main Weapon 
of Katmerciler
MSI TDR: We see that you have 
been participating in a significantly 
higher number of international 
exhibitions in the field of defence 
and aerospace since last year. 
Can we interpret this as a sign that 
you will be looking to enter the 
export market, now that your defence 
products have entered the inventory 
in Turkey?
Furkan KATMERCİ: Your analysis, con-
clusion and foresight are all correct 
and appropriate. We, as Katmerciler, 
keep emphasising that we have expe-
rienced the biggest development in the 
field of civil equipment in the last ten 
years, and exports have had a signifi-
cant share in this. We have always said 
that we will follow the same approach 
when we look towards the defence 
area. Primarily, we design, develop 
and produce our products for the de-
fence and security of our own country, 
although we have also pledged to ad-

In 2017, Katmerciler received TOMA 
orders from Guinea and Vietnam.
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While ASELSAN is the 
prime contractor in the 

ongoing border security 
project, the integration of 
mission-critical systems 

onto the HIZIR vehicles to be 
delivered under the project 
will be under Katmerciler’s 

responsibility.
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dress the needs of all friendly nations. 
We stress that our target markets in the 
field of defence will be the NATO mem-
ber states and friendly countries. To 
increase awareness of our company as 
a defence company in the international 
arena and to promote our vehicles, we 
have taken part in many internation-
al defence exhibitions, either directly, 
or under the coordination of the SSM. 
While promoting our own company, we 
have made the effort to promote all of 
our country’s competencies and ca-
pabilities in the military vehicles field, 
and have placed importance in letting 
international players know that there is 
a noteworthy defence industry in Tur-
key. This has been like a national duty 
for us.
The first defence products that we ex-
ported were TOMAs, and we are target-
ing to expand our exports by selling oth-
er products, such as HIZIR. We believe 
that we will see significant successes in 
this regard in 2018 and 2019. The more 
we strengthen our identity as an export-
ing defence company, the brighter our 
future will be.

MSI TDR: You participated in the 
Crash, Fire-Fighting and Rescue 
Panel (CFRP) organised by 
NATO in June 2017. Can we interpret 
this as follows: “Katmerciler’s 
identity as a producer of vehicle-top 
equipment is now being reflected 
on the defence and aerospace 
industry.”?
Furkan KATMERCİ: Our 30-year expe-
rience in the field of vehicle-top equip-
ment, which has been the core area of 
our business since our establishment, 
and which has taken us to the positions 
of industry leader and export champion, 
can be seen in all our defence products. 
This includes TOMA, which was our first 
product in the defence field. If we didn’t 
have such extensive experience in the 
field of civil equipment, we could not 
have achieved such rapid growth in such 
a short time. Our strong R&D centre 
and experienced human resources have 
been critical to our success in making 
this shift.
So, the direct answer to your question 
is “yes”. The Remote Controlled Fire 
Fighter has helped us gain a second 
identity as a vehicle-top equipment pro-
ducer for the defence and aerospace in-
dustry. In a way, this vehicle is a result of 
our efforts in this field.

Local Defence Investments 
Should Be Increased
MSI TDR: Is there anything you would 
like to add?
Furkan KATMERCİ: We believe that the 
budget allocated by Turkey to defence 
and security is quite low when compared 
to the budget allocated to this field in 
developed countries. Turkey needs to 
double or maybe triple its defence ex-
penditures in order to reach the level of 
its counterparts. As a country surround-
ed by a circle of fire, it is apparent that 
it cannot compromise from a strong 
homeland defence. Companies need to 
be supported in order to increase this 
budget, to support the local defence in-
dustry and to increase the rate of indi-
genisation in production.
Our country’s vision, set by the govern-
ment and our President, is aiming at 
this. While significant steps are already 
being taken in this regard, these steps 
should be accelerated and reinforced, 
and the companies’ enthusiasm needs 
to be promoted.
Although it’s not easy to operate in this 
field, our country needs many other 
companies, both small and large, that 
are concerned about our country’s de-
fence, that are enthusiastic and that are 

capable of creating added value. Any 
project aiming to reduce foreign de-
pendency in the field of defence needs 
to be supported by the state, and adopt-
ing such an approach will be a valuable 
strategic decision. As Katmerciler, we 
are ready to support any steps taken 
in this regard and to be involved in any 
such steps. No matter who puts effort 
into achieving this goal, we appreciate 
the support provided to such projects. 
We stand by everyone who builds on 
this country, and who supports those 
who are building on our country. We be-
lieve that we have paved the way for our 
country, our industry and our company. 
We only need to act in unity, to collabo-
rate and to remain strong and firm.
As a successful company in both the de-
fence and civil areas, Katmerciler will 
continue to work for Turkey’s develop-
ment and our nation’s welfare, to im-
prove itself, and to grow in unity with its 
country, employees and shareholders.

On behalf of our readers, we would 
like to thank Furkan Katmerci, Deputy 
Chairman of the Board of Directors 
of Katmerciler, for taking the time to 
answer our questions and for providing 
us with such valuable information.

The first defence products that we exported were TOMAs, and we 
are targeting to expand our exports by selling other products, such 
as HIZIR. We believe that we will see significant successes in this 
regard in 2018 and 2019. The more we strengthen our identity as an 
exporting defence company, the brighter our future will be.
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The General Staff provided a summary of its activities from 
January 1 to December 31, 2017 with the Annual Press 

Information Note, published on January 12. The information 
note contained the following articles under the title of “Efforts 
to Improve Defence Capabilities”:
n Technological developments are being followed closely by

the Turkish Armed Forces. In particular, advances in 
the field of cyber defence, which is of great importance 
nowadays, are given priority. Great efforts are being made 
to increase cyber defence skills, to acquire these skills 
through hardware and software produced indigenously, 
and to use these skills in the direction of our national 
interests, making use of qualified human resources 
trained in the field of cyber defence.

n The Turkish Armed Forces continue to improve their
operational effectiveness with ATAK Attack Helicopters, 

CH-47 Cargo Helicopters, Unmanned Aerial Vehicles 
(UAVs/Armed UAVs), missile systems, amphibious and 
submarine rescue vessels, A400M transport aircraft and 
the National Infantry Rifle that were delivered in 2017.

n It is aimed to increase effectiveness and deterrence in
today’s battle environment through the use of much 
more modern weapon systems and equipment, which are 
products of our national defence industry, and which will 
enter into the inventory in the coming period. u

HAVELSAN and Gebze 
Technical University 

(GTU) signed a cooperation 
protocol that will see 
them cooperating in 
the development of 
augmented and virtual 
reality technologies on 
January 9. In accordance 
with the protocol signed 
under Researcher Training 
Programme for the Defence 
Industry (SAYP), a joint 
project will be launched. 
Prof. Dr. Haluk Görgün, 

Rector of GTU, said:    
“The works carried out 
towards the development 
and production of national 
and indigenous military 
systems in Turkey 
continues at full steam. 
Within the scope of this 
vision, the development of 
military systems through 
new technologies and 
the introduction of new 

technologies that are 
expected to increase the 
capabilities of existing 
military systems have 
become one of the most 
important goals, given 
their ability to increase the 
quality and efficiency of 
the systems. In researches 
carried out to this end, 
augmented reality and 
virtual reality technologies 

are being used in more 
areas day by day. We, as 
the university, will work 
together with HAVELSAN 
on a project that will be 
effective in raising the 
situational awareness of 
users, both operationally 
and tactically, on national 
military platforms, and in 
increasing their analysis 
capability.” u

On January 3, TEI was announced as an approved maintenance organisation by the European Aviation Safety 
Agency (EASA). TEI announced the news through its social media accounts, where it was stated: “Our Part-145 

Maintenance Organisation Approval Certification has been published by EASA. Through this certificate issued by the 
European Civil Aviation Authority, it has been proven that we have the necessary capabilities in both the civilian and 
military fields in the aviation maintenance industry.” u

General Staff Summary 
of 2017

TEI Becomes an EASA-Approved Maintenance Organisation

HAVELSAN and GTU to Cooperate in 
Augmented and Virtual Reality Fields

CH-47 cargo helicopters were among the systems 
that were taken delivery in 2017.
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The Defence Industry Executive Committee held its first 
meeting of the year on January 31 under the Chairmanship 

of President Recep Tayyip Erdoğan, following the publication of 
Statutory Decree No. 696 in the Official Gazette on December 
24, which introduced a new structure for the committee. In a 
statement published after the meeting, the following points 
were made: “At the meeting, projects that will see the addition 
of new indigenous and national systems to the inventory that 
will make our armed and security forces stronger in Operation 
Olive Branch were reviewed, and new decisions were taken. 
In the meeting, during which a total of 55 projects worth $9.4 
billion dollars (¨36 billion) were evaluated, along with various 
investment and improvement activities aimed at developing, 
strengthening and supporting the defence industry.”
Furthermore, the Undersecretariat for Defence Industries (SSM) 
announced that two agreements were signed in January. A 
cooperation protocol on the electronic control of concrete used 
in construction was signed between the SSM and the Ministry 
of Environment and the Urbanisation Directorate General of 
Construction Works, on January 4. Through this cooperation, 
it is aimed to use a chip system to decrease the error, loss 
and leakage rates in concrete to zero or near-zero. The chips 
will start to be produced by ASELSAN within one year after the 
system has entered into use.

A contract was also signed on January 5 for the first stage of 
works on the long-range air and missile defence system that 
will enter Turkey’s inventory in the future. During the ceremony, 
which was held during the official visit of President Recep Tayyip 
Erdoğan to France, Prof. Dr. İsmail Demir, Undersecretary for 
Defence Industries, and Abdoulaye Samba, Managing Director 
of EUROSAM, put their signatures to the document, and the 
signing was witnessed by President Erdoğan and French 
President Emmanuel Macron.
In the first stage, which is scheduled to last for 18 months, works 
on system development and production contracts will be carried 
out by ASELSAN, ROKETSAN and EUROSAM, with EUROSAM 
supported by its shareholders MBDA and Thales. In a more 
general context, these works will be a joint venture of Turkey, 
France and Italy. Turkey will maintain full control over the system 
and will be able to determine the level of integration with NATO 
by itself.
The tender announcements and request for information 
documents issued by SSM in January were as follows:
n A tender announcement for the HvBS-JSF Integration Project

was published on January 3. The project foresees the 
provision of a safe connection between the information 
systems of the F-35 Joint Strike Fighter (JSF) and the 
components of Air Force Information Systems Network 
(HvBS) that will allow the safe sharing of classified 
information between the systems. After the publication of 
the tender announcement, requests for proposal documents 
were purchased by Altay, AYESAS, HAVELSAN and MilSOFT, 
and the proposals are to be delivered by February 28.

Defence Industry Executive 
Committee Meets 
with a New Structure

Undersecretary Prof. Dr. İsmail Demir and Abdoulaye Samba, Managing Director of EUROSAM put their signatures to the long-range air and missile defence 
system that will enter Turkey’s inventory in the future, and the signing was witnessed by President Erdoğan and French President Emmanuel Macron.

The works 
of ASELSAN, 

ROKETSAN and 
EUROSAM will 

be based on the 
Aster 30 Block 

1 NT missile.
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A A cooperation protocol on the electronic control of concrete used in construction was signed between the SSM and the 
Ministry of Environment and the Urbanisation Directorate General of Construction Works.
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n A tender announcement was made on January 4 in the
Project for the Acquisition of the Depot Level Maintenance 
(DLM) Capability of PT6 Series Engines and Logistics Support 
Services. The project involves the acquisition of a DLM 
capability for PT6 series engines and logistic support services 
for relevant engines, and is aimed at satisfying a requirement 
of the Turkish Armed Forces and Coast Guard Command. 
Proposals from domestic companies that are seeking to take 
part in the project are to be delivered by March 30.

n A Request for Information document regarding the Research
on Robotic Systems was published on January 12. Within 
the project, an assessment of existing infrastructure and 
manpower in Turkey is to be made in the field of robotic 
systems and their subsystems (power units, servo motors, 
sensors, actuators, accelerators and materials).

n A Request for Information document regarding the Mine
Cleaning System Project was published on January 16. 
The project is being launched to meet a requirement 
of Turkish Land Forces for the development
of a system 

 l to aid in the clearance of anti-tank and anti-personnel
  mines through a Mechanical Minefield Breaching System,
  and to throw the mines out of the breached area;
	 l to clear minefields of certain sizes through the detonation
  of anti-tank and anti-personnel mines using a Line Charge
  Launched from a Rocket;
	 l to detonate magnetic mines using the Minefield Breaching
  System with a Magnetic Effect; and

	 l to mark cleared areas of the minefield with the Cleared
  Minefield Marking System.
The system will be integrated into a tracked vehicle based on an 
adapted ALTAY frame.
n The tender announcement for the Mini UAV System for Aerial

Photography was published on January 25. According to the 
tender announcement, proposals are to be submitted by 
March 20.

n In the Tank Recovery Project, a Request for Information
document was published on January 31. The project covers 
the development of a tracked system to meet the needs of 
the Turkish Land Forces. The system is to

 l provide support as a force multiplier to increase the
  fighting efficiency of the military unit it supports, 
  with its high mobility in all weather and terrain conditions;
 l have high survivability through effective armour
  protection, a low silhouette, along with other capabilities;
 l to have digital and secure Command Control and
  Information Systems that can transmit information on the
  battlefield status to upper levels within the specified
  authority;
 l to embody Rescue Equipment that will be mounted 
  by making the necessary modifications to the body of the
  ALTAY tank;
 l to have the appropriate capabilities to conform
  to the NATO standards adopted by Turkey, thus allowing
  interoperability in joint operations and logistical support
  with Altay tanks. u
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A Procurement Contract in 
the 35 mm Air Defence 

System Modernisation and 
Airburst Ammunition project 
was signed between the 
Undersecretariat for Defence 
Industries and ASELSAN 
on December 29. Activities 
related to the project were 
launched with a signing 
ceremony at ASELSAN’s 
facilities on January 15. 
Prof. Dr. İsmail Demir, 
Undersecretary for Defence 
Industries, and a number 
of senior officials from the 
Turkish Armed Forces and 
SSM participated at the 
ceremony. 
Within the scope of the 
contract, serial production 
activities will begin on a 
35 mm Towed Air Defence 
Kit and 35 mm Airburst 
Ammunition (ATOM) that 
have been developed by 
ASELSAN, the first samples 
of which were delivered to 
the Turkish Land Forces in 
2016. The produced systems 
will be delivered to both 
Turkish Land Forces and 
Turkish Air Force (TurAF). 
Additionally, Battery 
Command and Control 
Centre (BCCC) for Turkish 
Land Forces, and Battery 
Command and Control 
Operation Centre (BCCOC) 
for TurAF will be developed 
as the upper level command 
and control elements of the 
said systems, and their serial 
production will be carried 
out.

Among the systems, for 
which development works 
started in 2010, the 35 mm 
Towed Air Defence Kit was 
developed by ASELSAN, 
while ASELSAN was also 
prime contractor and MKEK 
(Mechanical and Chemical 
Industry Company) and 
TÜBİTAK SAGE (Defence 
Industries Research and 
Development Institute) 
were subcontractors in the 
development of ATOM. The 
effectiveness of the systems 
against air-to-surface 
missiles has been proven 
with firing tests against fast 
target aircraft on December 
1, 2015. The samples in the 
inventory of Turkish Land 
Forces scored direct hits on 
the target aircraft in the Free 
Fire 2017 exercise held on 
October 20, 2017.
The serial production 
works of the KORKUT Self 
Propelled Air Defence 
Gun System, developed 
by ASELSAN and in use 

by Turkish Land Forces 
since 2016, are continuing 
successfully, having started 
in the previous year. The 
KORKUT System, which 
is mounted on a tracked 
vehicle chassis and has high 
manoeuvrability, can provide 
air defence to military units 
and critical infrastructure, 
either stationary or on 
the move. KORKUT also 
uses ATOM to increase its 
effectiveness.
In January, ASELSAN made 
the following declarations to 
the stock market:
n On January 4, ASELSAN

and BMC signed a 
contract valued at 
€76,812,000 in total for 
the procurement the 
SARP Remote Controlled 
Weapon System, 
aimed at meeting the 
requirements of Turkish 
Land Forces and the 
General Command of 
Gendarmerie. Deliveries 
will be made in this year 

within the scope of the 
said contract.

n A contractual amendment
was reported to have 
been made on January 12 
related to the Project on 
Temporary Modular Base 
Area between ASELSAN 
and SSM. In accordance 
with the amendment to 
the contract, which was 
signed on February 5, 
2013, ASELSAN receives 
an additional security 
system order amounting 
to a total of $119,115,506 
of which $16,000,000 
was optional. According 
to the contract 
amendment, deliveries 
are to be completed 
by 2020.

n A contract for the
development of a long-
range defence system 
was signed between the 
ASELSAN-ROKETSAN-
TÜBİTAK SAGE Business 
Partnership and the SSM 
on January 15. u

ASELSAN Signs for Barrelled Anti Air Defence

The effectiveness of 35 mm towed anti-aircraft guns will be improved within the scope of the project.
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Ankara Chamber of Industry (ASO) presented awards to 
54 companies, including a number operating in the field 

of defence and aerospace, at a ceremony held on the 54th 
anniversary of its foundation. The event, held on January 
22, was attended by many distinguished guests, including 
President Recep Tayyip Erdoğan; Faruk Özlü, Minister of 
Science, Industry and Technology; Jülide Sarıeroğlu, Minister 
of Labour and Social Security; and Bülent Tüfenkci, Minister 
of Customs and Trade.  Speaking at the event, President 
Erdoğan said that the 13 organized industrial zones operating 
within the borders of Ankara Province were serving Turkey 
and the world in every field of production, and that Ankara 
had successfully discovered its high potential, especially in 

the defence and aerospace industry.
Awards were given in the categories of export, corporate tax, 
income tax, R&D centre, patent, value-added achievement 
and employment. The defence and aerospace companies that 
were recognized with awards were as follows:
n Export Award: ASELSAN, FNSS, ROKETSAN, TAI
n Corporate Tax Award: STM
n Patent Award: ASELSAN, ROKETSAN
n R&D Centre Award: AKANA Engineering, ASELSAN, 
 Pi Makina, STM
n Value-Added Achievement Award: ASELSAN, 
 ROKETSAN, TAI
n Employment Special Award: TAI u

Mehmet Çimşir has been appointed CEO of Rheinmetall BMC 
Defence Industry Inc. (RBSS).  Çimşir was born in 1961 in 

Zonguldak, and graduated from Essen University as a mechanical 
engineer before working as a project engineer in Germany for  
two years. Between 1992 and 2008, he was employed by the  
Bosch Group and served as a manager at various levels, and during  
this time, he worked in Brazil for a year and in the United States 
for three years. Before joining RBSS, Çimşir worked as a senior 
manager in a number of international companies in the automotive 
industry, and at Rexroth from 2008 to 2017. Çimşir can speak 
English, German and Portuguese.
On behalf of MSI TDR, we wish Mehmet Çimşir every success in his 
new position. u

HIZIR, which has been 
preparing itself to enter 

the inventory for the first 
time within the scope of a 
contract signed in October 
last year, has successfully 
completed blast tests. In a 
January 22 press release, 
Katmerciler said that HIZIR 

had demonstrated higher 
than expected resilience to 
blasts within the scope of 
the tests to assess the ability 
of its bottom and sides to 
resist blast damage. The 
underside of the vehicle has 
been designed to provide 
resistance to explosions, 
and in order to increase the 
safety of personnel inside 
the vehicle, the seats have 
been designed to reduce 
the effects of the pressure 

resulting from explosions.
The tests were conducted 
under the supervision of an 
independent international 

organisation. This means 
that HIZIR has now 
successfully passed all 
tests. u

ASO Awarded Sector Companies

HIZIR Proves 
Itself in 
Blast Tests

Mehmet Çimşir Appointed 
CEO of RBSS
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BITES and HAVELSAN signed a cooperation agreement 
on January 12 that will pave the way for cooperation in 

the development of training and simulation technologies. 
During the ceremony, held at HAVELSAN’s facilities, Uğur 
Coşkun, CEO of BITES, and Mehmet Akif Nacar, Assistant 
General Manager for Training and Simulation Technologies 
at HAVELSAN, inked the agreement. Yakup Taşdelen, Head 
of the Department of Communications, Electronic and 
Information Systems at the Undersecretariat for Defence 
Industries (SSM) and Bilal Aktaş, Head of the Department of 
Industriali zation at the SSM, witnessed the signing.
Speaking at the event, Uğur Coşkun, CEO of BITES, stated 
that the cooperation agreement signed with HAVELSAN 
would have global impacts. “Acting together with HAVELSAN 
in international competitions through our coalition and 
cooperation will add value both to our country and to our 
companies. The products and capabilities we have obtained 
as HAVELSAN’s business partner thanks to successful 
projects completed in our country are improving our 
international competence day by day. We believe that we 
have taken an important step in the branding of technological 
products and services in Turkey by expanding and bringing 
this successful cooperation that we have created in the 
industry to the global markets. HAVELSAN and BITES will 
secure a sustainable and competitive position in both global 
and local markets through this cooperation covering also 
the field of synthetic environment modelling and content 
generation, which is needed for the image generator 
infrastructure of Quantum 3D – an American company 
acquired by HAVELSAN in previous years,” he said.
BITES was granted a Long-Term Cooperation Award by 
HAVELSAN at the Buluştay meeting, held on December 7 
last year. The projects in which BITES has been assigned as 
subcontractor to HAVELSAN are as follows:
n HELSIM Project Computer-Based Training System 
 and Exam Control System (2005–2008)
n HELSIM Project Training Management System (2005–2009)
n HELSIM 2 Cougar Computer-Based Training 
 System (2009–)
n F16SIM Data Recording and Debriefing 
 System (2010–2014)

n TESIM Data Recording and Debriefing System (2010–2013)
n ARISIM Data Recording and Debriefing System 
 (2010–2013)
n F16SIM Visual Database and Three-Dimensional 
 Modelling (2010–2014)
n TESIM Visual Database and Three-Dimensional Modelling
 (2010–2013)
n F-16 Glass Cockpit Modelling (2011–2012)
n F-16SIM Instructor Console Software Personnel 
 Service (2012–)
n UMTASES Maintenance Training Subsystem 
 and Three-Dimensional Models (2011–)
n OYMES Computer-Based Training System (2011–2014)
n OYMES Visual Terrain Database and Three-Dimensional
 Modelling (2011–2014)
n Qatar AW-139 Simulator Visual Database and 
 Three-Dimensional Modelling (2013–2016)
n ATAKSIM Computer-Based Training System (2014–)
n ATAKSIM Virtual Maintenance Simulator (2014–)
n TESIM Computer-Based Training System (2013–)
n TESIM Pilot Maintenance Personnel Training 
 Assistant (2013–)
n Seahawk LOT-2 Computer-Based Training System (2015–)
n ATAKSIM Visual Database and Three-Dimensional
 Modelling (2016–)
In another development for BITES, January saw the company 
being awarded a Certificate of High Achievement in the 
Innovation Organisation and Culture Category at 
InovaLIG 2017. u

BITES and HAVELSAN 
Deepen Cooperation
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Ali Fidan, Undersecretary of the Ministry of National 
Defence (MND), visited Ahmet Taşkın, Chairman of the 

Board and General Manager of MKEK (Mechanical and 
Chemical Industry Company), at his office on January 11  
for a meeting with the Board of Directors of MKEK. At the 
meeting, Undersecretary Fidan was informed about the 
institution’s activities in 2017 and the objectives for 2018.
The participants also discussed MKEK’s vision for the future, 
and the institution’s 2020 targets were listed as follows:
n Turnover of 1 billion dollars
n R&D Expenditures of 100 million dollars
n Workload of 400 million dollars for subsidiary industries
n Exports of 250 million dollars

The areas planned for expansion by MKEK can be listed as 
follows:
n Guided munitions systems
n Fire control and command systems
n Chemical and raw material production
n Electronic and mechanical fuses
n High-quality steel production
n Powerpack development
n Export and overseas plant installation
Speaking about the visit, Undersecretary Fidan stated that 
MKEK’s production had become even more important, given 
the ongoing operations of the Turkish Armed Forces and the 
current threats to national security. u

Designed to bring all 
international and national 

actors in the fields of 
homeland security, border 
security, internal security and 
defence systems, and to cover 
exhibitions, conferences 
and B2B meetings, SEDEC is 
preparing to breathe new life 
into the industry. The event, 
which will be held in Ankara 
at the ATO Congresium on 
July 3–5, will be a first for 
the industry in terms of its 
theme and concept. SEDEC 
is organised with the support 
of the Undersecretariat for 
Defence Industries (SSM) and 
the Defence and Aerospace 
Industry Exporters’ 
Association (SSI), and is part 
of the URGE (International 
Competition Development) 
project carried out by 
Teknopark Ankara  
with the support of the 

Ministry of Economy.
SEDEC, opening under the 
banner “The right people and 
the right jobs in a short time!” 
aims to be an effective platform 
n for the creation of a direct

link between producers 
and such customers as the 
Land, Naval and Air Forces 
Commands, the General 
Command of Gendarmerie, 
the Turkish National Police 
and the SSM,

n and to facilitate the
establishment of supply 
chain connections 
between the main 
industrial producers and 
SMEs in a short time.

At the same time, the event 
will bring foreign original 
equipment manufacturers 
and first- and second-level 
suppliers together with 
Turkish defence, aviation 
and security companies 

as part of planned B2B 
meetings. The abilities and 
achievements of Turkish 
companies, especially 
SMEs, will be introduced to 
the foreign guests in more 
detail. On the first day of the 
event, a conference focused 
on homeland security, and 
border and internal security, 
as well as supply chain 
issues within the defence 
industry, will take place.
Representatives, including 
the procurement officers, 
from such institutions and 
organisations as
n the Ministry of National

Defence, the Land, 
Naval and Air Forces 
Commands, the 
General Command of 
Gendarmerie, the Turkish 
Coast Guard Command, 
the Turkish National 
Police, the Prime Ministry 

Disaster and Emergency 
Management Authority, 
and the Directorate 
General of Migration 
Management;

n Military Attachés;
n FRONTEX (European
 Border and Coast Guard
 Agency);
n ASELSAN, FNSS,

HAVELSAN, MKEK, 
ROKETSAN, and TAI;

n Airbus, BAE Systems,
Boeing, Leonardo, 
Lockheed Martin, MBDA, 
Rolls-Royce, and Tawazun

have been formally invited 
to SEDEC, the preparations 
of which have gained pace 
with the completion of formal 
procedures.
Aiming to become the leader 
in its field in the industry, 
SEDEC will continue to be 
organised biennially in even 
years. u

MKEK Targets $1 Billion Turnover for 2020

SEDEC Establishes a 
New Approach to Business 
Development and Promotional 
Activities in the Industry
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In the Indigenous Pistol Development Project (ÖYTP) 
initiated by the Undersecretariat for Defence Industries 

(SSM) in 2015, the handgun designed by Sarsılmaz 
engineers had completed testing in first place, and 
negotiations have now started for a mass production 
contract between the SSM and the company. In the 
statement made by the company on social media in 
January, it was stated that Sarsılmaz had taken first place 
in the tests, winning by a landslide.
The ÖYTP’s testing process, held between May 27, 2017 
and July 13, 2017, is known to be one of the toughest tests 
in the world in terms of the rigorous testing schedule. The 
bidding companies all delivered 30 
handguns to the test centre, from 
which three were selected randomly 
and subjected to a life resistance 
test of 30,000 shots. According 
to the information provided by 
Sarsılmaz, the three handguns supplied 
by the company completed the tests 
with only 13 errors in total. One of the 
other participating companies was 
disqualified after the failure of a 
key component of their handgun 
during testing, while the other 
participating companies completed 
the tests with hundreds of errors. 
Sarsılmaz stated that their 
handgun was deemed worthy of the 
title National Handgun thanks to the results of these tests.
After the tests were completed, contract negotiations 
between SSM and Sarsılmaz started in December, and a 
contract covering the procurement of a total of 
110,242 handguns is expected to be signed in the near 
future. The name of the handgun will be determined 
by the SSM among the names suggested by Sarsılmaz.
Upon the signing of the contract, Sarsılmaz will begin a 
long-term production process that will see 

30,142 handguns produced and delivered in 2018, 
55,300 in 2019, and 24,800 between 2020 and 2032 for 
the Turkish Armed Forces and the Turkish National 
Police (TNP). Within the serial production phase, there is 
scope to increase the number of units through contract 
amendments in accordance with the requirements 
of the end-user authorities.
In 2017, Sarsılmaz commercialized the handgun that had 
been developed for this project by making minor changes, 
and launched it onto the market with the name of SAR 9. 
There are a number of differences between 
the SAR 9, which has gained popularity very quickly, 

and the handgun to 
be delivered under 
ÖYTP, one of which is 
in its weight. 
As the weight should 
not exceed 750 g, the 

model to be delivered 
within the project will be 30 g lighter 

than the SAR 9, which weighs 780 g. 
The working principle of both models is 

exactly the same, but there are some differences in the 
cover assembly in terms of weight and appearance. 
The handguns will be delivered in two different types, 
with and without safety, in accordance with end-user 
requests. SAR 9, which was first introduced to the 
market with a safety lock, will be soon be available from 
MKEK (Mechanical and Chemical Industry Company) 
without a safety lock.
Another development on the Sarsılmaz side is that 
SAR 9 was the only handgun to complete the tests 
performed within the scope of the TNP’s procurement 
tender for 40,000 semi-automatic 9x19 mm handguns. 
Sarsılmaz officials said that the other handguns had been 
disqualified due to breakages. In this way, 40,000 units of 
SAR 9 will be delivered to the TNP in addition to those to 
be delivered within the scope of ÖYTP. u

Sarsılmaz Ranked First in Indigenous Pistol Development Project
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Turaç exhibited its products at Shot Show 2018, held in 
the United States on January 23–26, where it was looking 

to increase its influence, especially in the Central and Latin 
American markets. Products manufactured under its own 
Sterling brand, including rifle cartridges, 9x19 mm pistol 
cartridges and shot shells, were on display.
Turaç, the client country list of which was 36 at the beginning 
of 2016, had increased its market to 53 countries at the 
beginning of 2018 through intensive marketing activities 
over the last two years, and hosted delegations from 
26 different countries during the fair.
Turaç participated at Shot Show with the aim of adding at 
least three new countries to its customer list in 2018, and 
welcomed delegations from Morocco, Taiwan and Mexico, 
among others, during its contacts at the event. 
With these contacts, Turaç hopes to be announcing 
new export successes in the near future.
Turaç’s outputs are evidence of the company’s rapid growth. 
The number of cartridges produced by the company was 
90 million in 2015 and 120 million units in 2016, and reached 
153 million in 2017. Turaç is planning to have an output of 
200 million units in 2018, which it is hoping to achieve through 
increased exhibition participation, increases in the number 
of influenced markets, and extending the customer portfolio, 
based in part on the new export connections established 
during Shot Show.
Speaking about their participation at Shot Show 2018, 
Fatih Altunbaş, General Manager of Turaç, said: 
“During Shot Show, we met many potential users in addition 
to our existing Sterling customers, and we have significantly 
increased our popularity, especially in the Central and 
Latin American markets. In the ammunition market, 
which we entered with the aim of producing the best products 
in the world at the most reasonable price, the number of 
markets we are influencing is increasing, our production 

levels are rising and our customer portfolio is constantly 
expanding. Turaç is growing. Along with all of these 
developments, the interest we have attracted at the show 
indicates that we will reach our targets in a short time.”
Having made a running start in 2018 with Shot Show, 
Turaç wants to maintain the momentum for the rest of the 
year. Turaç aims to increase its effectiveness in the African 
region, and to extend its customer portfolio to include all 
countries in the region by taking part at all of the leading 
events in this region. In parallel to its activities in this region, 
Turaç’s aim is to see “a Turaç product on each continent”, 
for which it is accelerating its marketing efforts in the 
Far East. u

Turaç Participates at 
Shot Show, Increasing its 
Popularity in the US

Turaç exhibited a wide range of products at its stand.

Rifle cartridges were also among the Turaç products exhibited 
at the company stand.
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In an announcement on their website on January 26, 
ONUR A.Ş. announced that final acceptance phase 

has been completed in the Project for the Acquisition of 
IP-Based Voice Communication (VCS) and Recording/
Listening (VRS) for the Adana, Gaziantep, Muş and Siirt 
Airports, carried out for the General Directorate of 
State Airports Authority (DHMI). Within the scope of the 
project, ONUR A.Ş. met DHMI’s requirements by adapting 
communication solutions developed for military use for 
civilian applications. With the completion of the project, 
DHMI takes control of an solution, which is developed in 
Turkey, for the first time. u

TÜMOSAN Preparing 
for New Vehicle Projects

TÜMOSAN showed that it had moved beyond its traditional 
engine and gearbox specialisation field into the platform 

development sector at IDEF 2017 by presenting its PUSAT 
and 4x4 Tactical Wheeled Armoured Vehicle (TWAV) and 
now the company is preparing to respond to the Request 
for Proposal document issued by the Undersecretariat for 
Defence Industries (SSM) for the 8x8, 10x10, 12x12 Wheeled 
Tank Carrier, Container Carrier and Rescue Vehicle Project. 
In a statement made by the company to Borsa İstanbul on 
January 30, it was announced that a request for proposal 
had been received, and that proposals for the project were 
to be sent by March 19, 2018.
TÜMOSAN, which designed PUSAT as a vehicle family, 
exhibited the models of Medium Class TWAV and Logistic 
Vehicle variants of the vehicle at IDEF 2017. Also designed 
as a 4x4 vehicle, the Medium Class TWAV features a 
longer cabin, allowing it to meet the need of carrying more 
personnel. The Logistic Vehicle variant of the PUSAT, on the 
other hand, has been developed to carry standard shelters, 
and to have two cabins equipped with infrastructure 
compatible with CBRN vehicles. The vehicle has also been 
converted into a 6x6 to increase its carrying capacity. u

ONUR A.Ş. Completes 
Final Acceptance Phase of 
DHMI’s VCS/VRS Project
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DDC and TARGET Group to 
Offer Solutions for the 
Specific Needs of the Industry 
at the DDC Workshop

DDC (Data Device 
Corporation), 

one of the leading 
companies in its field, 
has been expanding its 
cooperation with  
TARGET, which has been 
a solution partner of the 
industry for 43 years,  
to better serve the Turkish 
defence and aerospace 
industry. The first one of 
the works to be initiated 
in this context will be 
DDC Workshop, which 
will be held for the first 
time in Turkey, on March 
21 in the Middle East 
Technical University 
(METU) Technopolis İkizler 
Building. At the workshop, 
participants will have 
the opportunity to gain 
detailed information about 
the technologies provided 
by DDC in the product 
development, production 
and testing, and answers to 
the following questions: 
n What kind of

collaborations are 
being carried out by 
DDC for the future 
of data bus 
solutions?

n How can high
 reliability be achieved 
 in space 
 applications?
n How can DDC 
 make system-level
 integration easier?
The foyer area will be set 
aside for displays of 
DDC products.
DDC has developed a 
wide range of solutions 
in, primarily, the data bus, 
electric motor control and 

solid state power control 
devices for defence,
avionics and space 
applications, and for 
industrial aviation, and 
has created a name 
for itself based on its 
MIL-STD-1553 data bus 
products. DDC, which 
is a long-time reliable 
supplier to the industry, 
will be sharing its other 
solutions, which are 
as assertive as its 
MIL-STD-1553 products, 
during the workshop. 
Another important feature 
of DDC products, aside 
from their performance, 
is that they are subject 
to no export restrictions.
Users of DDC products 
will appreciate the 
value added by TARGET 
to the procurement 
processes and product 
support. The workshop, 
which is a first step in 
the abovementioned 
issues, will also serve 
as a platform for the 
identification of new 
synergies.
Please scan the QR code 
below or contact TARGET 
for more information on 
the event and to apply for 
participation. u
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In January, STM improved its position with awards 
granted by the Ankara Chamber of Industry (ASO) and 

the Association of Electronics and Information Industries 
of Turkey (TESİD). President Recep Tayyip Erdoğan and 
Nurettin Özdebir, President of ASO, handed over the 
Export Award and the R&D Centre Award to Davut Yılmaz, 
General Manager of STM. Y. Suat Bengür, Deputy Chairman 
of TESİD, gave the Creative Idea Award within the Large 

Companies Category to Ömer 
Korkut, Deputy General Manager of 
STM, for their Through-The-Wall 
Radar (DAR).
STM published its Cyber Threat 
Status Report in January, which 
lists the cyber security attacks 
made between October and 

December 2017, while providing forecasts for 2018. 
The issues highlighted in the report were as follows:
n Artificial intelligence applications can contribute to cyber

security in cyber threat hunting, safe code development 
and testing, but can also be used nefariously by 
attackers.

n In 2017, a noticeable increase was noted in ransomware
in the area of cyber security, and attacks such as 
Wannacry, NotPetya, Expetr, Retefe and Bad Rabbit had 
a significant impact around the world.

n STM experts claim that the use of artificial intelligence
for defensive purposes will continue to increase in the 
field of cyber security.

n Malware that makes use of artificial intelligence 
is predicted to become one of the largest problems 
affecting cyber security in the near future.

n The common target of the “Meltdown” and “Spectre”
malware that emerged at the end of 2017 was memory 
isolation in CPUs like Intel and AMD, although their 
methods of attack were different.

n In the last quarter of the year, ATMs were targeted 
in cyberattacks once again, but in a novel and interesting 
way. In these attacks, which were made using 150-year-
old endoscopes, the lights and cameras of the device 
were used by cyber attackers to trick ATM sensors into 
allowing them to withdraw money.

The threat expectations in 2018 included the following 
findings:

n Artificial intelligence applications will rapidly become
popular among attackers, and attacks against serverless 
applications will increase.

n  IoT (Internet of Things) devices will increasingly become
both the targets and means of cyber attacks.

n Ransomware will continue to be a significant threat,
although their forms will change.

n Cyber spying will expand its area of effect.
n Attacks against the healthcare industry and 

critical infrastructures will increase.
n Cyber attacks targeting crypto currencies 

will become more common. u

Davut Yılmaz, General Manager of STM, receives the Export Award 
and the R&D Centre Award from President Recep Tayyip Erdoğan and 
Nurettin Özdebir, President of ASO.

Ömer Korkut, Deputy General Manager of STM, receives the Creative Idea 
Award within the Large Companies Category from Y. Suat Bengür, Deputy 
Chairman of TESİD.

STM Awarded 
by ASO and TESİD
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TEKNOFEST ISTANBUL 
to Contribute to the Future 
of the Industry with 
Its Competitions

The TEKNOFEST ISTANBUL 
Aerospace and Technology 

Festival will be held in Istanbul 
on September 20–23, organised 
by Turkey Technologies Team 
(T3) Foundation. Through 
this event, it is aimed to raise 

interest in technology in society  
and to raise awareness about technology production.  
A series of activities will be organised  
during the event:
n Competitions in technology 
 addressing a wide age range,
 from secondary school to 
 university graduates, in which the 
 contestants design and develop 
 technological products.
n Air shows for every age group.
n An international entrepreneurship fair, bringing together
 technological entrepreneurs and technology investors.
n Seminars on the technology agenda.

The Technology competitions will 
be as follows:
n UAV-Supported Unmanned Land
 Vehicle Competition
n Technology Competition for
 Humanity’s Benefit
n Unmanned Underwater Systems
 Competition

n Robotaxi Competition
n Robotic Conquest 1453 Competition
n Rocket Competition
n Combat UAV Competition
n Unmanned Aerial 
 Vehicle Competition
n Airport Systems 
 IoT Applications
 Competition
n Model Satellite Competition
n Artificial Intelligence Competition
n Swarm UAV Competition
For more information on the event and the 
competitions:http://teknofestistanbul.org u

The TESİD Innovation 
Creativity Awards, being 

organized for the 16th time 
this year by the Association 
of Turkish Electronics and 
Information Industries 
(TESİD), were presented 
to the winners on January 
23, with a ceremony held 
at Işık University Maslak 
Campus. Prof. Dr. Sıddık 
Yarman, Chairman of the 
Board at TESİD, reminded 
that the TESİD Awards had 
started in 1999, and said 
that they have now become 
a tradition. “I believe that 
the TESİD Innovation 
Creativity Awards are an 
important incentive, and 
I congratulate all of the 
participants,” he said. Prof. 
Dr. Yarman stated that 

the competition had been 
organised with the help 
of the industry to support 
the creation of innovative 
and creative projects 
by Turkish electronics 
industry organisations, 
and conveyed his thanks 
to ASELSAN, CANOVATE, 
ELEKTRA, ENTES, KRON, 
NETAŞ, SAVRONİK and 
VESTEL for sponsoring this 
year’s event. 
Within the Large 
Companies category, this 
year, STM received the 
Innovative Idea Award 
for its Through-the-
Wall Radar (DAR), while 
ASELSAN received the 
Product Development 
Process Award for its İHTAR 
Anti-Drone System. u

Industry Represented 
by ASELSAN and STM 
at the TESİD Innovation 
Creativity Awards

İHTAR Anti-Drone System

Through-the-Wall Radar (DAR)
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MSI DEFENCE NEWS

HÜRKUŞ-B, designed by TAI as a new generation military 
training aircraft for Turkey and for international users, 

made its first flight on January 30. HÜRKUŞ-B is derived 
from the HÜRKUŞ-A model, and has a glass cockpit in 
compliance with the military requirements, and is 100 kg 
lighter and more stable than the A model. After the various 
tests on the engine, avionics, stability and flight perfection 
are completed in sorties with a total duration of 90 hours, 
the first aircraft is expected to be delivered to Turkish Air 
Force in the middle of this year.
Assoc. Prof. Dr. Temel Kotil, President and CEO of TAI, 
said: “HÜRKUŞ-B is a fast, modern and powerful aircraft 
that is 100 kg lighter than HÜRKUŞ-A. This variant was 
designed as a more stable and more comprehensive 
aircraft.”
TAI signed a series of cooperation agreements in January, 
the first of which was a protocol signed with Hacettepe 
University on January 11 that will see students of the 
Hacettepe Vocational School gaining practical experience 
in the fields in which they are studying for at least two 
days a week at TAI’s facilities. The fields of application will 
be determined according to the needs of TAI. Students 
who successfully complete the programme will qualify 
for employment at TAI after graduation if the necessary 
requirements are fulfilled.
TAI signed a protocol with 16 universities under the Intern 
Engineer Programme on January 24, including Ankara 
University, Atılım University, Başkent University, Bilkent 
University, Çankaya University, Gazi University, Gebze 
Technical University, Hacettepe University, Istanbul Ticaret 
University, Istanbul Technical University, Middle East 
Technical University, TED University, TOBB University 
of Economics and Technology, University of Turkish 
Aeronautical Association, Yıldırım Beyazıt University, and 
Yıldız Technical University.

The Intern Engineer Programme launched in recent 
months will train new engineers and develop new skills 
in these engineers through specific training programmes. 
Students at grades 3 or 4 in the mechanical, electrical and 
electronic, communication, aeronautical, aircraft, space, 
industrial, computer, metallurgical, materials, chemical, 
and mechatronics engineering departments of the 
universities are eligible to participate in the programme. 
The intern engineers will work at TAI for at least one full 
day a week. In cities where the company is not active, 
TAI engineers will visit the universities to work with the 
students. The students will be insured by their university 
for the duration of their internship, and will be paid for 
their works in TAI.
Speaking on the signed protocol, Kotil emphasized the 
importance of the intern engineer programme. Addressing 
the importance of working during the university years, he 
stated that employment figures should be increased 
to ensure the success of the ongoing projects of the 
company. u

HÜRKUŞ-B in the Skies
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A flight test programme totalling 90 hours will now be launched for HÜRKUŞ-B.

Prof. Dr. A. Haluk Özen, Rector of Hacettepe University, and 
Assoc. Prof. Dr. Temel Kotil, President and CEO of TAI. 
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MSI TDR: You took over the position of 
General Manager of ONUR A.Ş. from 
your father Cengiz Dede in November. 
Under your father’s management, 
ONUR A.Ş. emerged as a company 
that develops indigenous products 
for the industry. To where are you 
aiming to carry the flag? What will be 
the vision of ONUR A.Ş. under your 
management? 
Noyan DEDE: As ONUR A.Ş., our vision 
is to ensure that our country’s resourc-
es are utilised in the most efficient 
manner by providing network enabled 
capabilities to the voice and data com-
munication systems of our customers. 
On the way to achieving this goal, we 
operate in compliance with the current 
standards and represent our country by 
taking part in relevant civil and military 
working groups. In this sense, staying 
focused based on our in-depth exper-
tise is one of our most basic strategies. 
In accordance with our strategy, we 
are expanding our product portfolio by 
developing subproducts in our current 
areas of competence. In order to keep 
pace with improving technology, we 
continually update our products with 
new software or hardware components, 
and rival our competitors in the interna-
tional arena by developing indigenous 
products that embody newer technolo-
gies than theirs. In addition to the dif-
ferences in naval, air and ground appli-
cations, we are also monitoring closely 
the differences between military and 
civil standards, and adapt our products 
in accordance with these requirements 
and, if need be, certify them.
We maintain close contact with the Un-
dersecretariat for Defence Industries 
(SSM), the Turkish Air Force (TurAF) and 
Turkish Naval Forces Command (TNFC) 
in the scope of our ongoing projects, 
and we would like to expand this posi-
tive communication style to all force and 
service commands in order to ensure 

that our indigenous products and sys-
tems are also used by other elements 
of the Turkish Armed Forces (TAF), and 
this is one of our main goals. In addition, 
we hold a lot of meetings and engage in 
consultation processes as part of our 

efforts to export our products, which 
embody the technologies of the future. 
We hope to experience positive develop-
ments concerning our vision, through by 
strengthening our export efforts in the 
short and medium term.

Noyan DEDE, General Manager of ONUR A.Ş.:

“We rival our competitors in the 
international arena by developing 
indigenous products that embody 
newer technologies than theirs.”

Focusing on IP-based voice communication systems, 
air traffic control systems, meteorological systems 
and avionic systems, ONUR A.Ş. continues its growth 
with the projects it is undertaking and the indigenous 
solutions it is developing. We spoke to Noyan Dede, 
General Manager of ONUR A.Ş., who took over the 
position from Cengiz Dede, who was the founding 
General Manager of the company, in November, 
about the current situation in the company and their 
plans for the future.
Şebnem ASİL / s. asil@milscint.com
Ümit BAYRAKTAR / ubayraktar@milscint.com
K. Burak CODUR / b.codur@milscint.com
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We are also taking significant steps to-
wards improving our corporate struc-
ture, and we are aiming to reduce the 
workload of our employees by automat-
ing our processes through a Business 
Process Management (BPM) approach. 
This will provide us with a more effec-
tive and efficient working style and en-
sure the continuity of our corporate 
memory. We launched our Document 
Management Module, the first step of 
this process, in November, and this will 
be followed by Personnel Management, 
Purchasing/Inventory Management and 
Project Management modules. That 
is how we will shift to a new structure, 
which will allow us to conduct our work 
more professionally and in a more sus-
tainable manner.

MSI TDR: Although the takeover was 
between family members, there is no 
doubt that ONUR A.Ş. is a corporate 
company. How do you blend the concepts 
of family and corporateness in ONUR 
A.Ş.? What are your views on this?
Noyan DEDE: We continued our activ-
ities under the leadership of my father 
Cengiz Dede since our establishment, 
and while ours is a family-run business, 
we have always adopted a principle in 
which we work with personnel who are 
the best in their respective areas of ex-
pertise. We welcome them into our fam-
ily and allow them to take active roles 
in the decision-making processes. We 
care about the experiences of our com-
petent and qualified staff, and seek to 
benefit from their experiences in the 

decision making processes. In this way, 
we can easily adapt our company to the 
manners, accumulation of knowledge 
and implementation visions seen in 
other corporate companies. Although 
I think we still have a long way to go in 
the development of a corporate culture, 
I believe that we will take our company 
to the required level of corporate matu-
rity soon with the help of our qualified 
personnel.

2017 was a Busy Year
MSI TDR: Could you provide us with 
a general evaluation of the current 
situation of ONUR A.Ş. and your 2017 
activities?
Noyan DEDE: ONUR A.Ş. had a busy 
work schedule and a heavy agenda in 
2017. To summarise, we completed the 
first phase of the Air Defence Radio Net-
work project in the first half of 2017 and 
launched the second phase at the be-
ginning of July. This phase will include 
the wide use of the indigenous products 
and capabilities developed in the first 
phase of the project by all relevant units 
of TurAF, and we are putting great effort 
into achieving this.
Meanwhile, we remain in close commu-
nication and consultation with both the 
SSM and the TNFC in the Naval Tactical 
Radio Network project, the contract of 
which was signed last year. In this pos-
itive environment we have created, we 
are able to work closely with both the 
SSM and TNFC personnel, and we put 
maximum effort into delivering the proj-
ect on time and in full, embodying state-

of-the-art technologies and advanced 
systems.
In 2017, we also completed the deliv-
eries of our Radio Switching product, 
which allows for the more flexible use of 
radios in the unmanned aerial vehicles 
being produced by TAI, and which is ac-
credited according to avionic standards. 
The product will enable the real-time 
control of the VHF/UHF Radio Systems 
on the UAVs through ground control 
units.
I also would like to mention that in ad-
dition to these developments, we have 
also taken significant steps in terms of 
institutionalization in 2017. We launched 
an internal project that will lead us to 
conduct all of our processes and proce-
dures through an autonomous system 
by adopting the Business Process Man-
agement approach, and we are gradual-
ly adapting each step in our processes 
accordingly.
In 2017, we also gave importance to 
promotional activities and exhibitions, 
held both at home and abroad, and have 
sponsored events and taken part in so-
cial responsibility projects. In close con-
tact with universities, we have worked to 
develop joint projects and have tried to 
provide guidance to young people. 
All of these social activities will be con-
tinued in 2018, with more enthusiasm.

MSI TDR: You opened an R&D 
building at your new facilities in 
recent months. How will this new 
working environment affect the 
competitiveness of ONUR A.Ş.?

The Naval Radio Tactical Network project will provide the critical infrastructure needed to equip Turkish Naval Forces Command with network-enabled capabilities.
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Noyan DEDE: In the past, we conduct-
ed all of our R&D activities in the office 
we opened in Hacettepe Teknokent, but 
having an organisation with two differ-
ent offices turned out to be a challenge, 
both administratively and technically. 
This led us to construct a new building 
next to our headquarters from where 
we shall carry out our R&D works. Cur-
rently, we are carrying all of our works 
– both administrative and technical – in 
our facilities in Ümitköy.
After our R&D office entered into oper-
ation, we began to establish closer links 
both with the academic world and with 
other industries, and took part in the 
SSM’s Researcher Training Programme 
for the Defence Industry protocols with 
the support of SSM, using this as an op-
portunity to develop joint projects with 
universities.
We have also focused on further im-
proving our qualified work force by sup-
porting our employees in their master’s 
and doctoral studies, and have begun 
working on patents.
All these activities will help us stand out 
in terms of competitiveness, and will 
add value to our products and projects 
by expanding our ecosystem.

MSI TDR: Referring to the Radio 
Switching product you delivered to TAI 
in July 2017, can we say that ONUR 
A.Ş. has entered a new area of activity, 
expanding upon its experience in IP-
based voice communication systems, 
air traffic control systems and 
meteorological systems?
Noyan DEDE: As you know, all of the 
products developed by ONUR A.Ş. pre-

viously were for the land systems seg-
ment of the market, but we have now 
entered the world of avionics and plat-
forms with our Radio Switching product 
for UAVs. As you know, the tests applied 
to the systems produced considering 
the conditions and standards of avionic 
systems are different to others. I believe 
that adding a solution that meets all of 
these requirements to our product fam-
ily will open new doors for us in the de-
velopment of new solution alternatives 
in the world of avionics.

MSI TDR: The most popular project of 
ONUR A.Ş. in recent years has been the 
Sea Tactical Radio Network project. 
Could you tell us about the current 
status of this project?
Noyan DEDE: The Naval Tactical Ra-
dio Network project is going on suc-
cessfully, which can be attributed to 
the efficient and constructive business 
relations we have established with the 
SSM and TNFC. As you know, we exhib-
ited the first prototypes of the system at 
the 8th Naval Systems Seminar, and re-
ceived very positive feedback both from 
the users and the attending foreign mil-
itary attachés. We are putting a great 
deal of effort into ensuring the creating 
of a full product in the end, for which we 
are proceeding in line with our consulta-
tions with the SSM and TNFC during all 
phases and processes.
Once the project is completed, the  
TNFC will gain the most advanced tech-
nology in the field of Network Enabled 
Capabilities, and they will be admired 
by many other countries. ONUR A.Ş. 
will offer this significant capability as a  

national and indigenous solution. 
I believe wholeheartedly that our prod-
uct will be capable of meeting the needs 
of the TNFC, will be exportable and will 
embody much more advanced technolo-
gies than those embedded in the world 
league players.

MSI TDR: Could you update us about 
your other projects?
Noyan DEDE: We have covered con-
siderable ground in the Mobile/Fixed  
TACAN System Procurement Project we 
are conducting with the SSM, and have 
entered one of the most critical phases 
of the project.
After the Factory Acceptance Tests and 
Instructor Trainings for Fixed TACAN 
Systems were completed in United 
Kingdom in 2016, we carried out factory 
acceptance tests of Mobile TACAN Sys-
tems in the United States in the summer 
of 2017 with the attendance of SSM and 
TurAF personnel. We have also com-
pleted successfully the O, I and D Lev-
el trainings related to Fixed and Mobile 
TACAN Systems.
Nowadays, we are planning the system 
deliveries in coordination with the SSM 
so that we can start Field Acceptance 
Tests. We envisage that the first months 
of 2018 will be mainly allocated to these 
tests, and it is our intention to receive 
full acceptance in 2019 and to deliver 
the systems into the service of TurAF, 
thus initiating the guarantee process.

Now It’s Time for Exports
MSI TDR: What about your exports 
activities? Could you tell us about your 
efforts in this regard?

The Mobile Air Traffic Control 
Towers in the inventory 
of the Turkish Air Force

 were designed and produced 
by ONUR A.Ş.
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Noyan DEDE: Currently, we are focused 
on business development activities in 
order to export the products that are 
already in the inventory of TAF. In this 
sense, we are engaged in various pro-
cesses for different projects in many 
different regions. It is our goal to trans-
form the synergy we have created with 
our business partners into business 
outcomes quickly. We engaged in ef-
forts to promote our communication 
solutions in both civil and military proj-
ects in a variety of countries, from Qatar 
to Ethiopia, and from Malaysia to India, 
where we are bidding in tenders togeth-
er with our business partners, with the 
hope to receive positive outcomes. As a 
part of our business development activ-
ities abroad, we are participating World 
ATM Congress in March.

MSI TDR: What is on your agenda for 
2018?
Noyan DEDE: We enter 2018 with a 
heavy and strong agenda. We are about 
to sign contracts for some of our proj-
ects that are soon to be finalised, and 
we will be sharing news with you in the 
first half of 2018. I believe that we will 
also take concrete steps in the field of 
exports this year, and trust my team in 
this regard.
We will continue to be demanding in ev-

ery aspect of our area of expertise, and 
will follow all relevant developments 
closely. We are very keen to identify new 
business opportunities for the company, 
both as a prime contractor and as a sub-
contractor.

MSI TDR: Is there anything you would 
like to add?
Noyan DEDE: Improvement and evo-
lution constitute an unremitting cycle. 
While institutions and people that can 
keep up with evolution become suc-
cessful, those that cannot remain dy-
namic will be unable to maintain sus-
tainability. Over the course of our nearly 
40 years of corporate history, we have 
always invested in people. With the ut-
most sincerity, we treat our employees 

as family members and involve them in 
all decision-making processes. We feel 
that they are a part of us, and we know 
the feeling is mutual. I believe that in the 
coming period we will further improve 
our position in the sector as the em-
ployer of preference by developing an 
interactive corporate culture and struc-
ture, making the most of our human re-
sources policies and accomplishments. 
Taking this opportunity, I would like to 
thank all our stakeholders for helping 
us achieve our current position.

On behalf of our readers, we would like 
to thank Noyan Dede, General Manager 
of ONUR A.Ş., for taking the time to 
answer our questions and for providing 
us with such valuable information.

We engaged in efforts to promote our communication solutions in 
both civil and military projects in a variety of countries, from 
Qatar to Ethiopia, and from Malaysia to India, where we are 
bidding in tenders together with our business partners, 
with the hope to receive positive outcomes.

The ONUR A.Ş. headquarters contains a special demonstration area in which the company’s various products and solutions are on display for the interest of visitors.

In July, ONUR A.Ş. delivered to TAI a radio 
switching product, validated according to avionic 
standards, for use on UAVs.
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AMAC EVENTS

Republic Day of India
t The 69th Anniversary of India’s National Day was celebrated at a reception held in Ankara on January 26.  
The guests were welcomed at the entrance by His Excellency Shefali Kulshreshth, the Ambassador 
of India to Turkey, Colonel Vikas Slathia, the Defence Attaché of India, and their spouses. Yücel 
Coşkunyürek, Deputy Minister of Transport, Maritime Affairs and Communications, Turkish Armed Forces 
personnel, foreign civil and military diplomats and many other guests attended the evening reception. 

t H.E. Shefali Kulshreshth, the Ambassador of 
India to Turkey and Yücel Coşkunyürek, Deputy 
Minister of Transport, Maritime Affairs and 
Communications cut the traditional cake.

t Celal Onur Uyanık, Sales and Business 
Development Manager at Eurasia and his spouse 
participated in the reception.

t Colonel Vikas Slathia, the Defence Attaché of India together with the AMAC and FALO members.
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What are the major changes and new 
features for 2018 edition of DIMDEX 
when compared to 2016?
Doha International Maritime Defence 
Exhibition and Conference (DIMDEX) is 
held under the patronage of His High-
ness Sheikh Tamim bin Hamad Al-
Thani, Emir of the State of Qatar. It is 
proudly hosted and organised by Qatar 
Armed Forces.
DIMDEX 2018 marks the exhibition’s 
10th anniversary. It will offer partici-
pants a world-class platform for tech-

nology, maritime and defence industry 
capabilities. This edition will be the 
largest edition ever, in terms of exhi-
bition space, number of exhibitors, and 
expected number of visitors.
As it has been in the past, DIMDEX will 
also feature the International Strategic 
Middle East Naval Commanders Con-
ference (MENC), the Visiting Warship 
Display from international naval forc-
es, and elite VIP delegation visits.
Notwithstanding the current region-
al complexities, Qatar has remained 

resilient and the organising commit-
tee has overcome any challenges of 
hosting such an event, and is looking 
forward to presenting the biggest and 
most successful edition to date.
Bringing together international indus-
try leaders with ministers, key decision 
makers and VIPs, DIMDEX will show-
case the latest cutting-edge technolo-
gy, offers insights, solutions and valu-
able procurement opportunities.

For 2018, what are your expectations 
for the number of exhibitors, visitors, 
national pavilions… etc?
Since its inception, DIMDEX has wit-
nessed continuous growth to become 
a leading event in the international 
maritime defence and security industry 
calendar. The number of visitors has 
significantly increased for each edition, 
receiving more than 49,254 visitors over 
the years, while the number of exhibi-
tors has raised from 80 exhibitors in 
2008 to 180 exhibitors in 2016 – 125 per-
cent growth. This year, we are expecting  

Staff Brigadier (Sea) Abdulbaqi AL-ANSARI, 
Chairman of the Organising Committee of DIMDEX, 
Sent a Message to Turkish Companies:

“It is the time to promote your 
innovations and boost your visibility 
to your main target audience.”

DIMDEX (Doha International Maritime Defence 
Exhibition and Conference) will open its doors for 

the sixth time on March 12–14. The biannual event, 
which marks its 10th anniversary this year, has 

attracted great interest from the Turkish defence and 
aerospace industry. We spoke to Rear Admiral Lower 
Half Abdulbaqi Al Ansari, Chairman of the Organising 

Committee of DIMDEX, about the latest situation in the 
ongoing preparations for DIMDEX 2018.
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more exhibitors and international na-
tional pavilions, a substantial num-
ber of which have already confirmed 
participation and booked their spac-
es. DIMDEX 2018 will be the largest 
edition to date, in terms of space and 
number of exhibitors. We anticipate it 
will also be the most successful edi-
tion to date in terms of procurement 
and industry thought-leadership op-
portunities.

What do you expect to be the highlights 
of DIMDEX 2018? Which systems, 
technologies or trends will be on the 
spot light?
DIMDEX is a world-class platform for 
technology, maritime and defence in-
dustry capabilities. During the exhi-
bition, visitors and exhibitors will find 
the most advanced navy and defence 
equipment and systems, including but 
not limited to, airborne systems, com-
munication systems, naval aviation, so-
nar and radar, vessels, etc. There will 
also be a display of visiting warship at 
Hamad Port, where delegates and vis-
itors can explore and discover modern 
naval warships and have a closer look 
at their capabilities and technology, 
discovering how crews deal with the 
complexities of protecting maritime in-
terests and shores.

Should the visitors expect signatures 
for major contracts during DIMDEX 
2018? If so, can you give us some 
hints?

DIMDEX offers a vibrant professional 
environment and a perfect platform 
for negotiating and closing deals. It is 
where representatives of international 
defence companies meet directly with 
key decision makers from military and 
governmental authorities and other 
VIP delegations to sign deals. To date, 
$31.95 billion worth of deals have been 
initiated at DIMDEX exhibitions. This is 
an evidence of how important DIMDEX 
has become on the industry events 
calendar to facilitate and close global 
government and private company com-
mercial contracts.
In light of the growing defence chal-
lenges the world is facing today, we 
expect more spending on maritime and 
security in the region. DIMDEX 2018 

provides a dynamic arena to focus on 
the region’s key growth areas and fu-
ture challenges, and gives vendors 
an opportunity to demonstrate their 
sophisticated technological advance-
ments to key procurement decision 
makers.

What will be the agenda of the Middle 
East Naval Commanders Conference 
(MENC)?
The Middle East Naval Commanders 
Conference (MENC) is a significant el-
ement of DIMDEX as it gathers leading 
defence experts to discuss strategic 
topics that affect security in the region 
and wider world, through a united vi-
sion. MENC will provide thought-lead-
ership by prestigious guest speakers, 
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from both internal and external in-
dustry stakeholders, to share insight 
and knowledge about emerging tech-
nologies across the military, defence 
and maritime sectors. Internation-
al academics, global and regional  
naval commanders and world-class 
industry experts will come together 
to identify and address geopolitical 
trends affecting the maritime domain 
on both an operational and strategic 
level. 
The main topic of the conference at 
DIMDEX 2018 is: “Building capabilities 
in Challenging Environments through 
Visionary International Military Coop-
eration and Defence Engagement.” The 
discussions will focus on the interna-
tional relations and military collabora-
tion, and how this can assist in building 
defence capabilities. Other topics will 
explore how the building and develop-
ment process of defence capabilities 
can be achieved considering the cur-
rent national, regional and internation-
al threats and challenges. The panel-
lists will also discuss the priorities of 
building defence capabilities and the 
forms of the general strategy for fruit-
ful international military collaboration 
and communication, to build military 
capabilities considering the current 
regional threats and challenges in the 
region.
By the end of MENC, participants will 
leave with potential solutions, conclu-
sions and outcomes that can act as 
guidelines and recommendations for 
better collaborations between navies 
and industry partners, to deal with cur-

rent global, regional and local mari-
time challenges.

For companies that are planning their 
exhibition attendance, how would you 
explain the advantages of participating 
to DIMDEX 2018?
DIMDEX is an established platform that 
showcases the latest maritime and de-
fence innovations within key audiences 
from across the globe, enabling pro-
ductive commercial opportunities with 
high-level decision makers and influ-
encers. Testament to this is the signif-
icant increase in exhibitor investment 
that has been realised since the event’s 
inception in 2008. 
Exhibitors recognise the value of 
demonstrating their company’s capa-
bilities, services and products to a va-
riety of MENA and further afield new 
markets. For the 2018 edition, we offer 
access for companies to be part of the 
billions of dollars of deals undertaken 
during the three-day exhibition and 
conference.
DIMDEX boosts your visibility to high 
profile audience. It boasts a high at-
tendance of official VIP delegations and 
senior representatives from interna-
tional and government entities and the 
calibre of our audience has long been 
a distinguishing feature for the exhibi-
tion. Celebrating the 10th anniversary of 
DIMDEX at the 2018 edition, we expect 
this attractive trend to continue and 
grow, creating valuable engagement 
and networking opportunities and ac-
cess for companies to influential deci-
sion-makers. 

Do you have a special message to 
Turkish companies and defence 
professionals?
Turkey and Qatar have long maintained 
a collaborative cooperation across eco-
nomic, commercial and industrial sec-
tors. Recently this has expanded with 
the Turkish President hosting several 
tours and bilateral meetings, taking a 
leadership role in resolving the diplo-
matic GCC dispute through dialogue 
and negotiations. 
The Qatari and Turkish visions agree 
on principles, foundations and under-
standings with handling international 
relations, as a strategic approach to 
settling crises and international dis-
putes, including those of the GCC. We 
welcome all Turkish companies to 
participate at DIMDEX, and would say 
DIMDEX is a perfect platform to show-
case in-market capabilities and boost 
business opportunities. It is time now 
to promote your innovations and boost 
your visibility to the main target audi-
ence.

Are there any other subjects you would 
like to address?
We would like to extend our thanks 
to our returning and new partners in 
Turkey, for their continued and ongo-
ing support. The organising commit-
tee at DIMDEX is meticulously work-
ing to deliver a premier exhibition and 
conference, as a must-attend event on 
the global maritime security calendar.
Marking its 10th anniversary at this 
special upcoming edition, DIMDEX will 
once again prove it is more than just an 
exhibition for its Turkish counterparts 
and industry leaders. DIMDEX 2018 
will strengthen Doha’s position as a 
burgeoning business hub and offers 
global vendors, visitors and guests 
valuable commercial opportunities 
to lucrative markets, as a dynamic  
networking and business platform. 
With less than 50 days to go, visitors 
and exhibitors are encouraged to 
pre-register via the registration links 
on the official webpage of DIMDEX, 
www.dimdex.com

On behalf of our readers, we would 
like to thank Staff Brigadier (Sea) 
Abdulbaqi Al-Ansari, Chairman of the 
Organising Committee of DIMDEX, 
for taking the time to answer our 
questions and for providing us with 
valuable information.
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Organised by METU, 
METU Teknokent, 
Ankara Chamber of 

Industry (ASO) and the De-
fence and Aerospace In-
dustry Manufacturers As-
sociation (SaSaD), with the 
support of TÜBİTAK (The 
Scientific and Technolog-
ical Research Council of 
Turkey), KOSGEB and nu-
merous prime contractors 
in the industry, the event 
aimed to increase the busi-
ness development capaci-
ties of the companies under 
the TSSK; reinforce the re-
lationships and communi-
cation among the stake-
holders in the industry; 
support the development 
of new projects based on 
the synergy to be created; 
ensure the more efficient 
use of available resourc-

es; and plan the new in-
vestments to be made in  
the industry correctly.  
At the full-day event, 51  
institutions and organisa-
tions opened stands, includ-
ing ASELSAN, HAVELSAN,  
FNSS, Kale Aero, OTOKAR, 

ROKETSAN and TAI; TSSK 
member SMEs including 
Aerotim, ANDAR, Anova, 
Ankaref, Ayyazılım, BİTES, 
MAKEL, NanoMagnetics, 
SDT, Simsoft, Teknopar and 
UDEA; clusters, namely  
OSSA (OSTİM Defence and 

Aviation Cluster), SAHA Is-
tanbul (Defence and Aero-
space Clustering Associa-
tion) and HUKD (Aerospace 
Cluster Association); as 
well as METU research 
centres and numerous en-
trepreneurs.

TSSK’s 5th Project Market Witnesses 
METU-KOSGEB Collaboration

The fifth Project Market event organised by the Middle 
East Technical University (METU) Teknokent Defence 
Industry Cluster (TSSK) was held in Ankara on January 30, 
under the auspices of the Undersecretariat for Defence 
Industries (SSM). Bringing together prime contractors 
and Small and Medium-Sized Enterprises (SMEs), as in 
previous years, this year’s event was the ideal setting for 
the signing of a collaboration protocol between METU and 
KOSGEB (Small and Medium Enterprises Development and 
Support Administration).
Şebnem ASİL / s.asil@milscint.com
Alper ÇALIK / a.calik@milscint.com
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METU TSSK Records 
$135 Million in 
Exports in 2017
Delivering the opening 
speech at the event, Fa-
tih Ünal, Chairman of the 
Board of the TSSK, began 
by sharing certain infor-
mation about the cluster-
ing: “Currently, the total 
number of R&D personnel  
employed by the defence 
and aerospace companies 
operating at METU Tekno-
kent is 2,100, which is quite 
high, and can even be com-
pared with the engineering 
capacity of the main play-

ers in Turkish industry. 
Last year, the total value 
of exports made by these 
companies was almost 
$135 million, and their to-
tal turnover was around 
¨1.4 billion. From this point 
of view, our main goal and 
vision is to improve our ca-
pacity for R&D and innova-
tion, especially by ensuring 
university-industry cooper-
ation, and by facilitating the 
joint development of effi-
cient, indigenous and pro-
ductive solutions by indus-
trial enterprises of various 
scales.”

TSSK’s Fields of 
Activity
Ünal summarised the ac-
tivities that they conduct 
on behalf of their mem-
bers as follows: “We have 
organised promotion days 
for the companies operat-
ing in Teknokent, and such 
events have paved the way 
for many collaborations. 
We are also participating at 
various international exhi-
bitions as a cluster, and it 
has been four or five years 
since we started taking part 
in such events. Of course, 
we have been backed by 

the Ministry of Economy 
throughout this process. 
We have also organised 
various events and pro-
motion days to enable the 
main players in our indus-
try to meet with the com-
panies in METU Teknokent, 
and to gain a better under-
standing about each other’s 
capabilities and product 
portfolios. In addition, we 
have organised promotion 
days for foreign companies 
with focus on certain fields. 
On the other hand, we have 
held meetings in coop-
eration with the SSM and  

Fatih Ünal Nurettin Özdebir Salih Tuna Şahin Dr. Celal Sami Tüfekçi
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SaSaD with a view to finding 
solutions to such issues as 
intellectual property rights 
and human rights issues, 
and have tried to ensure 
that the players in our in-
dustry take actions in ac-
cordance with the results 
of the discussions held at 
these meetings.

Project Market 
Gathers Together 
All Parties in the 
Pyramid of Industry
Ünal went on to explain the 
purpose of the event: “This 
is the fifth time we are or-
ganising the Project Market 
event, and this now tradi-
tional event offers small 
and large players in the 
industry the opportunity 
to get to know about each 
other’s needs, capabilities 
and products, which is in 
fact the biggest benefit of-
fered by the event. We can 

refer to this as a ‘mini IDEF’ 
although unlike IDEF, this 
event involves only local 
players, offering them the 
opportunity to make con-
tact and communicate with 
each other. In time, we have 
seen that our real concern 
should be the production 
of more efficient, econom-
ic and ITAR-free products, 
thus reducing the foreign 
dependence of our industry. 
Developing and producing a 
product is important, but 

minimising foreign depen-
dency, especially in today’s 
complex global conditions, 
is much more important.”

The Industry’s 
Importance for 
Ankara Chamber of 
Industry
Nurettin Özdebir, Presi-
dent of ASO, was the next to 
take the floor. “The Turk-
ish Armed Forces Foun-
dation (TAFF) companies, 
which act as the flagship 

of our defence industry, 
play a great role in making 
Ankara supersede other 
provinces in our country in 
terms of technological de-
velopment,” he said. “These 
companies have been serv-
ing like a school for Turk-
ish subsidiary industries. 
For example, many of ASO 
member SMEs, and es-
pecially OSTİM, have im-
proved their enterprises by 
providing final and semi-fi-
nal products for our de-

Ahmet DursunoğluProf. Dr. Mustafa Verşan Kök Prof. Dr. Cevahir Uzkurt
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fence industry. These are 
very positive developments, 
but Ankara and our local in-
dustry still need to improve 
their potential if they are to 
better meet the needs of 
the Turkish Armed Forces. 
When the Ankara Aero-
space Organised Industrial 
Zone (HAB), which is now 
being established under 
the leadership of SSM, has 
been completed, Ankara’s 
defence industry will speed 
up even more. It’s apparent 
that Ankara already has 
such a capacity based on 
information and technolo-
gy. Building on this capacity 
and utilising it will lead the 
evolution and improvement 
of not only Ankara but also 
of our entire country,” he 
added.
The next speaker, Salih 
Tuna Şahin, Vice President 
of KOSGEB, introduced the 
Teknoyatırım (referring to 
technological investment 
in Turkish) Programme, 
launched in order to sup-
port companies producing 
high technology products, 
and the Strategic Prod-
uct Support Programme, 
launched in order to pro-
mote local production.

Turkey Opts for 
Independence
Taking the floor after Şa-
hin, Dr. Celal Sami Tüfekçi, 
Deputy Undersecretary for 

Defence Industries, first 
summarised the last 15 
years from the perspective 
of the SSM, and contin-
ued his speech as follows: 
“Taking a quick glance at 
the past, we used to say 
‘Turkey is at a crossroads,’ 
and now we see that Tur-
key has already passed this 
crossroads and has made 
its decision to follow the 
first road, which leads to 
a self-sustained defence 
industry that develops in-
digenous technologies 
through its own means. 
Dependence and asking 
for the permission of the 
other party, which was the 
second option, is now far 
behind, but making this 
choice requires the sup-
port of other efforts. Now, 
we need to take greater 
steps in order to build on 
this choice. In this sense, 
new investments need to 
be made in order to create 
a defence economy, and the 
technologies to serve these 
investments need to be de-
veloped.”

EYDEP to Help SMEs 
Protect Themselves 
from the Medium 
Income Trap
Deputy Undersecretary Dr. 
Tüfekçi also gave brief in-
formation about the SSM’s 
R&D projects, and com-
mented on industrialisation 

as follows: “In the past we 
used to refer to the evalu-
ations of the large prime 
contractor companies 
when assessing the com-
petencies of the small in-
dustrial enterprises – just 
like the numerous SMEs 
under the TSSK – in our 
country. We soon real-
ised, however, that rather 
than trying to manage the 
contracts in the office, we 
should aim to better under-
stand the concerns of our 
industrialists and SMEs in 
the defence industry, and 
develop solutions to meet 
these concerns.”
Deputy Undersecretary Dr. 
Tüfekçi went on to speak 
about the Industrial Com-
petency Evaluation and 
Support Program (EYDEP): 

“We would like to help 
Turkish SMEs operating in 
our industry have a specif-
ic position. So what kind of 
a position is this? In fact, 
when we look at the life 
cycle of SMEs in the world, 
we see that they either 
close down after a certain 
time or grow and turn into 
large companies by work-
ing towards the goal set at 
their establishment. Why 
is the situation different in 
Turkey? We see that the 
general trend for SMEs is 
as follows in Turkey: Fam-
ily-run businesses and 
small-scale enterprises 
carry out their operations 
for many years without 
creating high value. They 
merely survive their busi-
ness and remain as SMEs 

The cooperation protocol between KOSGEB and METU was signed by 
Prof. Dr. Cevahir Uzkurt and Prof. Dr. Mustafa Verşan Kök.

During the event, Andar displayed the electromechanical system solutions it 
has developed for unmanned platforms and aerial platforms, respectively.

Displaying its own development products, namely flex chute and gerotor-type 
recirculation pumps for use in aircraft fluid cooling systems at its stand, Anova 
introduced its design, simulation and production capabilities at the event.
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throughout their life cycles. 
This is not something we 
desire. Of course, we aren’t 
saying that all enterpris-
es should grow to become 
like TAI, ROKETSAN, ASEL-
SAN or HAVELSAN in the 
end. Having such alterna-
tive companies is of great 

importance, but first of all  
we need medium- and large-
scale subcontractors to pro-
vide smart subsystems to 
the Foundation companies 
in the defence industry,  
and we believe that this will 
be achieved in the near fu-
ture.”

METU Teknokent’s 
Contributions 
to the Industry
Prof. Dr. Mustafa Verşan 
Kök, Rector of METU and 
Chairman of METU Tek-
nokent, then took to the 
stage: “The companies 
in METU Teknokent have 

carried out numerous 
projects for the defence 
industry. For example, the 
software, hardware and 
related systems aboard 
Turkey’s first medium-al-
titude unmanned aerial 
vehicle (UAV) ANKA, first 
attack and tactical recon-

Representatives of ASELSAN, FNSS, ROKETSAN and Kale Aero took part in the first panel.
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naissance helicopter ATAK, 
first modern tank ALTAY, 
first national ship MİLGEM, 
first fighter aircraft TF-X, 
and first high-resolution 
ground observation sat-
ellite GÖKTÜRK-2 have 
been developed by METU 
TSSK-member companies 
in cooperation with acade-
micians. As METU, we are 
supporting the defence in-
dustry, and are carrying 
out significant collaborative 
projects through our vari-
ous departments, research 
centres and technolo-
gy transfer office. In this 
sense, we see the collabo-
ration project we launched 
with TAI in December 2017 
as a very significant initia-
tive. We are also pleased 
to see that the Research-
er Training Programme 
for the Defence Industry 
(SAYP) we launched with 
the SSM in 2011 in order to 
develop university-industry 
cooperation has become a 
prominent programme and 
is expanding to cover other 
universities in our country.”
Following Prof. Dr. Kök’s 
speech, Ahmet Dursunoğ-
lu, Head of Department at 
KOSGEB, shared informa-
tion about KOSGEB’s Stra-
tegic Product Support pro-
gramme.

KOSGEB-METU 
Cooperation for 
Strategic Product 
Support
After the opening speeches, 
a cooperation protocol was 
inked between KOSGEB and 
METU related to the indige-
nous production of inter-
mediate goods, which are 
currently imported in huge 
amounts and which are of 
strategic importance. The 
protocol was inked by Prof. 
Dr. Kök, and Prof. Dr. Ce-
vahir Uzkurt, President of 
KOSGEB. At the end of the 
signing ceremony, Prof. Dr. 
Uzkurt pointed out that with 
the Strategic Product Sup-

port Programme, the large 
companies and SMEs op-
erating in the manufactur-
ing industry will no longer 
be dependant on foreign 
sources, and added: “Our 
aim through this support 
programme is to produce 
the intermediate goods that 
are now imported in huge 
amounts, and which are of 
strategic importance, in-
digenously. When conduct-
ing this programme, we 
will first identify the stra-
tegic products imported by 
enterprises from abroad, 
and we will do this togeth-
er with the institutions and 
organisations with which 
we cooperate. We, as  
KOSGEB, will support and 
facilitate cooperation be-
tween SMEs and large en-
terprises to produce the 
products required by our 
country. Accordingly, we 
will be providing 100 per-
cent support to interest-
ed enterprises, up to an 
amount of ¨5 million.”

Expectations of 
Prime Contractors
The event continued with 
panels moderated by Fa-
tih Ünal, Chairman of the 
Board of the TSSK, and 
attended by the represen-
tatives of ASELSAN, FNSS, 
HAVELSAN, Kale Aero, 
Otokar, ROKETSAN and 
TAI as speakers. During 
the panels, the expecta-
tions of prime contractors 
for the 2018–2019 period in 
terms of business volume; 
the potential distribution  
of these projects in terms 
of the design and produc-
tion works to be carried  
out by the TSSK; and  
the solution offers aimed 
at ensuring sustainable  
relations between prime 
contractors and subcon-
tractors were discussed. 
The highlights from  
the panellists’ speeches 
were as follows, respec-
tively:
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n Murat Aslan, Director 
of Supply Chain 
Management at 
ASELSAN: “When we 
look at our orders 
associated with METU 
TSSK in the recent 
period, we can say that 
the number of such 
orders have doubled 
every year, and their 
total value reached 
almost $20 million last 
year. The number of 
orders we are giving 
to these companies is 
continuing to a steady 
increase. Based on 
our expectation that 
both local and global 
interest in ASELSAN 
products will increase 
in the coming years, 
we believe that the 
ongoing increase in 
the number of orders 
will continue in 2018 
and 2019. In addition, 
we also aim to act in 
line with the pyramid of 
industrialisation defined 
by the SSM, and we 
believe that the efficient 
use of this pyramid 
will lead to an increase 
in new projects, 
especially in design 
works. Meanwhile, the 
scope of orders we are 
placing ranges from 
machining to sheet-
metal construction, and 
from electromechanical 
assemblies to harness 
production. On the 
design side, we are 
carrying out mechanical 
design, software 
design, optical design, 
shelterisation design, 
platform design and 
industrial design.”

n Özlem Sinem
Numanoğlu, Supply 
Chain Manager 
at FNSS: “The number 
of active suppliers on 
our books was 220 
in 2010, and has now 
increased to around 
400. In the same period, 
the volume of business 
we shared with our 
suppliers has increased 
by 70 percent. Regarding 
the number of orders 
placed, we outsourced 
a total of $60 million 
in business volume 
to local companies in 
2017, and we predict 
this number will reach 
$90 million in 2018, in 
line with our increasing 
business volume. 
We outsource these 
products and systems 
in various subgroups, 
namely machining and 
welded production, 
casting and forging, 
plastic and surface 
processing based 
production, mechanical 
and hydraulic systems, 
electrical and 
electromechanical 
systems, software, 
subsystems and raw 
materials. We are 
purchasing critical 
subsystems – including 
the design –from local 
companies, including 
fire suppression 
systems, external 
power units, fans, 
cooling groups, 
gearboxes, wheel hubs, 

Visiting Ayyazılım’s stand at the event, Deputy Undersecretary Dr. Celal Sami 
Tüfekçi received information about the onboard consoles developed by the company 
for land platforms, as well as the other solutions offered by the company.

BİTES introduced its virtual reality and augmented reality solutions.

During the event, MAKEL focused on promoting its life support systems.

SDT exhibited the members of its data-recording system product family at the event.
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mine-resistant seats, 
hydraulic components, 
and electronic units. 
In numerical terms, 30 
percent of our purchases 
from local industries are 
in the form of product 
design and system 
procurement.”

n Ali Şarlak, Procurement
Director at ROKETSAN: 
“In 2017, the rate of 
local production in our 
product portfolio was 
87 percent, and now we 
are working with a total 
of 1,958 subcontractors, 
1,326 of which are 
SMEs. As of the end of 
2017, the total value 
of our purchases from 
these subcontractors 
was around ¨1.45 
billion.” Şarlak went 
on to express their 
expectations from 
the subcontractors 
as follows: “We want 
them to share with us 

the technologies they 
develop as a result of 
their investments. If 
they don’t share these 
technologies, which may 
have the potential to 
lead to the production 
of indigenous products, 
with us, but rather treat 
them as secret and 
confidential, and if we 
don’t act together with 
our universities and 
utilise state incentives, 
it is apparent that 
we will get nowhere. 
So, we should 
definitely and decidedly 
support indigenous 
production.”

n Mahmut Habiboğlu,
Procurement Manager 
at Kale Aero, explained 
their strategy towards 
subcontractors: “We 
have established a new 
management team to 
work in this area, and 
the core drivers of this 

team are mutual trust 
and joint action. In fact, it 
is not difficult to assess 
a project in terms of 
technical competencies, 
but what really gives 
us strength is having 
strong communication 
with our subcontractors, 
and acting together to 
reach common goals 
while following the same 
path. In this sense, we 
are looking for business 
partners that will take 
joint action with us and 
who will share our goal 
with us.”

n Serkan Yalız,
Subcontracting Team 
Leader at TAI, explained 
their business models, 
addressing suppliers 
as follows: “Excluding 
the raw materials 
and off-the-shelf 
products purchased 
by TAI, the company’s 
subcontractor relations 

can be grouped under 
two main headings. 
In the first business 
model, we either 
provide our 
subcontractors with the 
technical data pack or 
provide them with both 
the technical data 
pack and the raw 
materials, which 
we cut to the required 
size after purchasing. 
In this model, we 
expect them to carry 
out production for us, 
and we have formed 
a quite mature supply 
chain by following 
this business model 
in recent years. 
The second business 
model is called built 
to specification. 
In other words, 
we provide our 
subcontractors with 
the key parameters, 
and ask them to 
design a product 
that meets these 
parameters, but 
also to produce, 
assemble and test 
the product. We have 
also started working 
on a contract model 
that will ensure they 
come up with a mature 
product that can be 
integrated onto our 
platform when the 
project has been 
completed.”

Representatives of TAI, Otokar and HAVELSAN delivered speeches during the second session.
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n Eylem Altıntaş, Tank
Planning Group 
Manager at Otokar, 
shared the following 
information about the 
four main procurement 
models they have 
adopted: “While the 
first one is based 
on the procurement 
of off-the-shelf and 
qualified products, such 
as hydraulic systems, 
cylinders, pumps, 
lighting systems, pre-
heating systems, bilge 
fuel pumps, shafts, 
seat belts, chassis 
components and 
rear-view mirrors, 
the second is based 
on the procurement 
of new products and 
subsystems that 
are developed by 
subcontractors with our 
support. Some examples 
of these products and 
subsystems include 
engine air suction 

and cooling systems, 
reducer transfer boxes, 
cast parts for armours, 
auxiliary power packs, 
mobile and static 
camouflage nets, 
telescopic adjustable 
height mast systems, 
and side and elevation 
axis actuators. 
The third model 
covers systems that 
are jointly developed 
by Otokar and our 
subcontractors, and 
then produced and 
delivered to Otokar by 
our subcontractors. 
Some of the systems 
covered under this 
model include CBRN 
systems with masks 
or positive-pressure 
CBRN systems; speed 
reduction systems; 
steering wheels and 
gearboxes; amphibious 
system components 
such as propellers; 
crew seats; composite 
components; and 
transmission and brake 
cables. The fourth and 
final model is based 
on products that are 
totally developed by 
Otokar, but which 
are being produced 
by subcontractors 
selected as a result 
of a bidding process. 
As the phrase goes, 
these products feed 
Otokar on a continuous 

basis. Vehicle control 
systems and software, 
fuel systems, air 
conditioning and air 
brake systems, and 
subcomponents such 
as exhausts, inner and 
outer trim panels, doors, 
lids and caps, valves, 
and subcomponents 
produced through 
machining or laser 
cutting processes are 
some examples of these 
products.”

n Yavuz Ekinci, Director
of Business Partners 
and Procurement 
Management at 
HAVELSAN, explained 
the importance they 
attach to specialisation 
in the ecosystem: 
“We would like to 
see more companies 
specialising in a certain 
field, and have adopted 
a horizontal growth 
model. What does that 

mean? Well, instead 
of establishing a new 
department, section 
or directorate to meet 
a certain requirement 
about a planned project, 
we are targeting to 
work together with 
qualified business 
partners to which we 
can subcontract some 
of the capabilities that 
are already present 
in our industry. We 
have made the related 
preparations in recent 
years, and we are 
still working towards 
our goal. There are 
already many qualified 
companies in the 
technocities and other 
places in our country 
that are capable of 
meeting such needs. 
Our intention is to 
accept the personnel of 
our business partners 
as our own company’s 
staff from the day we 
start working with 
them. We want to grow 
together and proceed in 
the same direction with 
them, as we are already 
doing today.”

In the afternoon session  
of the event, officials  
from the TSSK mem-
bers, including a total of  
38 companies and research 
centres, gave informative 
presentations about their 
organisations. u








